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This time last year I was reporting on Deputy Headmasters-the 
retirement of Mr. J. H. Hallam, the appointment of his successor 
Mr. R. J. S. Turner, and that of Mr. G. Currie to the newly estab
lished post of Stcond Deputy Headmaster. I am pleased to be able 
to record that all three have had a very good year. J.H.H. ha& 
forgiven me for referring enoneously to his last school, which should 
have been stated as City of London School, and from his ebullient 
fonn on Speech Day, and later on a private visit to the Staff Common 
Room, is clearly enjoying retirement as much as we anticipated 
for a man of his wide range of intere&ts. R.J.S.T. and G.C. are well 
established, although their precise responsibilities vary as reorganisa
tion proceed- : the latter has taken 0';er from the former a& Head of 
Upper School and has in turn been succeeded by Mr. K. F. Penny, 
M.A., who, after many years in the English Department and several 
as Carew Housema~ter, is no strange1 to Glyn. 

At the beginning of the year the School received its second full 
comprehensive intake of five Forms, 150 boys across the normal 
ability range. This means we now have such year groups in the two 
Lower School years (Years 12 and 13) and in the first of the Upper 
School years (Year 14), while Year 15 is of similar size, although 
originating from entries in 1976 and 1977, when reorganisation 
commenced. With a Sixth Fo1m still of Hudents all following courses 
for G.C.E. Advanced Level, we have a total School population as 
we go to press of 759. The County Council has had to provide some 
additional accommodation and this has brought consequent im
provements to several departments, the most significant of which 
have been the new Mathematics Unit and the major expansion of the 
Craft/Design/Technology Department. Partial re-building of the 
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gymnasium and complete refurbishment of the language laboratory 
to become a general a udio-visual teaching room, have been other 
welcome improvements to the teaching accommodation. It is to be 
hoped that provisional estimates to improve the School's administra
tive facilities under the Minor Works programme for 1981 and to 
add significantly to Sixth Form teaching and Common Room 
facilities in the Major Works programme of 1982 will materialize, 
despite the inroads of inflation into County budgets. If these are 
brought to fruition, the main outstanding need will be for a sports 
hall, as despite several attempts in recent years on the part of myself 
and the Patents/Staff Association, no scheme to provide one has 
yet reached the stage of feasibility. 

Important though buildings and facilities are, staff are a school's 
most important resource, and although the year has, as usual, seen 
some departures, it has been possible to make some very satisfactory 
internal and external appointments. 

Mr. G. P. Wells left the post of Head of Biology at Christmas to 
take up an appointment as Head of the Science Department in a 
large comprehensive school in Corby, Leicestershire. Apart from 
his great success in furthering the work of the Biology section, 
especially course development at Advanced Level, Mr. Wells took 
charge of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme when it was 
intloduced in April 1979, and has been instrumental in getting the 
Scheme well established. I am grateful to Mr. Warne1 for taking 
over this task, which is becoming increasingly demanding now that 
so many boys are involved. Mr. R. S. Matthews, B.Sc., was appointed 
Head of Biology with effect from January 1980 after several years 
shaiing the teaching of the subject. 

At the end of the Easter Tenn, Mr. K. H. M. Curtis retired from 
the post of Head of English Department after many years and a 
quarter-century in the School. He has been a dedicated and effective 
teacher, a superb play producer and made a particularly strong 
contribution to the reorganisation of the School in the last few 
years. He will be greatly missed, but fortunately i~ succeeded by 
Mr. L. T. Bircher, B.A., who has taught in the department for some 
years and will ensure continuity in these challenging times. 

The other Head of Department who left the School, but at the 
end of the academic year, was Mr. J. G . Purdy. Apart from his 
teaching of Classics, Mr. Purdy was involved in much of the general 
life of the School through his wide range of interests, including 
squash, archaeology and music. I am especially indebted to him for 
organising the School's Extra English support for boys who need 
it on intake. Mr. B. Carnell, M.A., of the School's present staff, 
becomes Head of Classics Department. 

Other staff who left at the end of last tenn were: 
Mr. D. A. Godwin from the Mathematics Department for a 

post at St. John's School, Leatherhead. Mr. Godwin will be 
missed, not only for his scholarship in Mathematics, but also 
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by all the cricket enthusiasts after strengthening Glyn's game S() 

much in recent seasons. 
Mr. P. L. John also left the Mathematics Department after 

three years in the School, and we wish him well as marriage 
take~ him to the Briftol area. Outside the classroom he put much 
time and effort into maintaining the School's growing strength 
in Cross-Country. 

Mrs. C. M. Roberts has relinquished her part-time post in the 
Geography Department. Apart from her general help in the 
School, she will be particularly missed by colleagues for her 
sterling work on the Staff Common Room Committee. 

Mr. T. J. Crooks completed his year as an Instructor in the 
Craft/Design/Technology Department, and has taken up his 
place at Shoreditch College to train further for technical 
teaching. As an Olympic silver medallist oarsman, he gave 
great assistance in programmes of general fitness training, 
and in the Summer Term started the School's Cycling Club. 

Two of the School's non-teaching staff also retired: 
Mis. G. Baulcombe from the post of Cook after twenty-two 

years on the staff of the Glyn Canteen. 
Mrs. M. Smith after eight years from the post of General 

Duties Assistant in the School Office, during which time she 
coped with unfailing courtesy and cheerfulness with all the 
increasingly heavy demands made as a result of reorganisation. 

We wish them both health and happiness in their retirements. 

Sadly, death has claimed two members of the School. 
Richard Goodman, of Year 15, died as the result of severe head 

injuries sustained in a road accident one Saturday night in mid-May. 
He was a popular boy, a particularly talented sportsman, and his 
death is a great tragedy keenly felt by all who knew him. Expressions 
of sympathy were conveyed to his parents and his brothers. 

M r. S. W. Worthy died during the summer half-tem1 break as 
the result of another severe heart attack. Boys generally did not 
know that Mr. Worthy had struggled against increasingly serious 
heart disease for many years. He retired from his full-time appoint
ment in the summer of 1979, but continued to teach part-time. He 
was a gifted and sensitive teacher of Mathematics, and many boys 
had good cause to be grateful to him for helping them on their way 
with a subject they found difficult. Condolences were conveyed to 
his widow and members of his family. 

Appointments have been made for the new School year, some to 
replace staff leaving and some to keep pace with the increase in 
size of the School. 

Miss D. Bond, M.A., has been appointed to the English Depart
ment; she was educated at Cambridge Girls' High School, Middlesex 
Polytechnic and Warwick University, where she read for her M.A. 
in 1979/80. 
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Mr. P. 0. Bymolen, Cert.Ed. (Tech.), has been appointed to the 
enlarged Craft/Design/Technology Department after several years 
teaching a t Desborough School (fo rmerly Maidenhead Grammar 
School), following his education at Halters Lane School, High 
Wycombe, and Shoreditch College. 

Mr. R. K. Chandaman, B.Sc., has been appointed to the Biology 
section of the Science Department. Mr. Chandaman was educated 
at Rivermead School, Kingston, and the University of York, where 
he took First Class Honours in 1979, and then carried out his post
graduate year at Chelsea College, teaching at Glyn during the 
Spring Term. 

Mrs. E. E. Gerrand, H.N.C., comes to Glyn after considerable 
experience of teaching in Scotland and latterly in Kingston-on
Thames. Her education was at Rutherglen Academy and Coatbridge 
Technical College. 

Mr. N . P. Gregson, B.Ed., has been appointed to a temporary 
post in the English Department on his return from an appointment 
in Gibraltar. 

Mr. M. J. Harris, B.Sc., also joins the Mathematics Department 
after serving at Lincoln Christ's Hospital School; he was educated 
at Weymouth Grammar School and Sheffield University. 

Mr. J. P. Williams, B.Sc., joins the Geography Department after 
undertaking his post-graduate training at Christ's College, Liver
pool; he was educated at Castell Alun School, Hove, and Liverpool 
University. 

Mrs. E. M. Stockton, B.Sc., is a new member of the part-time 
staff, teaching in the Mathematics Department. She has recently 
been teaching in the London Borough of Sutton; her education was 
at Leominster Grammar School and University College, Cardiff. 

I was pleased to send special congratulations on two occasions 
this year : to Sir John Grudgeon, who received a knighthood in the 
New Year's Honours. He is an Old Boy of the School (1938-45) 
and is well known as Leader of Kent County Council and Chairman 
of the Association of County Councils. He responded warmly to 
my letter and sends greetings to any members of his year group who 
reads this magazine. 

To the Prefects who, under the leadership of the Head of School, 
P. D. Davies, made such a splendid effort in the Prefects' 24-hour 
Marathon. They raised nearly £1,400 for charity, which was donated 
to the needs of deaf children, part going to Nuffield Priory School, 
Redhill, and part to the local branch of the National Deaf Children's 
Society. 

B.W.C. 
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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE PLACES 1979 
N . C. Atkinson, University College, University of Oxford; 

A. J. Barclay, Gonville and Caius, University of Cambridge; J. E. 
Bridges, University of Durham; J. P. Bristow, Southland College, 
Roehampton Institute of Higher Education; D. F. Cann, University 
of Exeter; M. M . Cotton, St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School, 
University of London; A. B. Dakin, Keble College, University of 
Oxford; P. E. Dancer, Girton College, University of Cambridge; 
S. R. G. Dean, Paddington College, Chelsea School of Chiropody; 
C. P. Duck, University of Aston; P . A. Ellis, Trinity College, 
University of Cambridge; M. E. W. Furness, Dorset Institute of 
Higher Education; K . Harrison, Trinity College, University of 
Cambridge; R. A. Haupt, University of Edinburgh; R. J. Hilman, 
University of Manchester ; P. F. Jones, University of Liverpool; 
J. S. Kfog, University of Bristol ; M. J. King, St. George's Hospital 
Medical School, University of London; S. R. Klein, University of 
Bangor; S. F. Meineck, University of Reading; N. M. Pearse, 
Keble College, University of Oxford; S. Phipps, University of 
Birmingham; G . R. Ransom, University of Lancaster; M. A. 
Shepherd, University of Nottingham; J. P. Teare, Charing Cross 
Hospital Medical School, University of London; C. E. Wedder, 
Epsom School of Art and Design; B. H. Whiteley, Univenity of 
Nottingham; D. N . Williams, University of Durham; B. Young, 
University of Birmingham ; M . Zwolinski, University of 
Southampton. 

SPEECH NIGHT 1979 
This year's Speech Night was held on Thursday, October 11th, 

at the Baths Hall, Epsom. The evening's proceedings were opened 
by the Chainnan of the Governors, County Councillor Mrs. A. L. T. 
Cooper, who began by welcoming everyone, especially Mr. J. H. 
Hallam, who retired last year as Deputy Headmaster of Glny 
School, and his wife, and Mr. R. J. S. Turner, his replacement. In 
her introductory speech, Mrs. Cooper was pleased to report that 
the School was coping successfully with the transition from a 
grammar to a comprehensive school, and that the new Mathematics 
Block was now completed. She finally thanked the staff and boys 
for their hard work, and wished the School a bright future. 

Following last year's successful use of musical interludes, a 
Recorder Consort p layed three sixteenth-century p ieces immediately 
before the Headmaster's Report, and the Choir sang "Jesu, Joy of 
Man's Desiring" (Bach), after the Head of School's Report. Both 
interludes were conducted by Mr. A. H. Diamond and were well 
received by the School and parents alike. 

The Headmaster commenced his speech, the Report of the Year 
1978/79, by praising the achievements of the School's first fully 
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comprehensive intake (now Year 13), and the members of staff who 
worked directly with them, particula rly the Head of Year, Mr. G. 
Currie. The Headmaster went on to express his hope that Glyn 
School would stand out as something special in the comprehensive 
system. He thanked the Patents/Staff Association for their invaluable 
support throughout the year, especially the raising of £4,000 for the 
Bedford 15-seater van. 

The Headmaster then stepped down for P . D. Davies, the Head 
of School, to give a 1eport on the sporting activities of the School. 
The previous year had not been a highly successful year, but the 
2nd XI football team did reach the finals of the Suney U.19 Cup, 
and the U.13 rootball team the finals of the District Cup. Other 
than these notable exceptions, there ,vere no great di~tinctions 

When the Headmaster resumed his Report, the academic results 
of the School were foremost. In last year's Year 14, the overall 
English Ordinary Level pass rate was 66 per cent, and for those who 
took the Mathematics Ordinary Level (the top two Mathematicr, 
sets), the overall pass rate was 92 pet cent. The general ovLrall 
Ordinary Level pass rate was 73 per cent; the overall Advanced 
Level pass rate was 82 per cent, and seven Glyn pupils gained places 
at Oxford and Cambridge. 

An interesting and informative evenings was brought to an end by 
an enthusiastic rendering of the National Anthem. 

Year 12 
Academic Group Prizes 

Tutor Group Prizes 

Year 13 
Academic Group Prizes 

Tutor Group Prizes 

M. W. SPEEKS, VI i H. 

PRIZE WINNERS, 1978/79 

Betts, A. B. 
Cullum-Smith, S. 
Hoffman, A. 
Klim, E. A. 
Loosely, P. R. 
Wallis, R. J. 

Buttle, M. A. 
Lee, A. 
McFarlane, G . C. 
Munro, M. B. 
Peters, N. 
Plowman, I. W. 

Bennett, A. I. 
Clarkson, T. P. 
Fletcher, G. 
Holt, I. 
Norris, R. D. 
Russell, P. C. 

Carr, S. G. 
Douglas, I . R. 
Grace, A. K. 
Jennings, S. G. 
Lee, J.P. 
Price, C. D. E. 
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Year 14 
Form Prizes 

Year 15 

Lower VI 
Form Prizes 

G.C.E. Ordinary Level Prizes 
Top Scholar 
Merit 

Bailey, D. J. W. 
Davis, R. S. 
Greaves, L. J. 
Hartley, A. C. 
Lewis, T. M. 
Norris, M. H. 
Taylor, C. N. 
Thomas, S. D. 

Suarez, G. P. 
Betts, D.R. 
Borrill, J. D. 
Goldsmith. N. 
Hanna, S. · 
Holt, G. P. 
Jarman, C. N. 
Sherry, R. J. 
Whitehead, J. P. 

Brooks, I. J. 
Holmes, M. J. 
Lea,A. C. 
Mitchell, J. E. 
Nice, D. M. 
Nye, R. P. 
Peters, G. R. 
Robinson, S. W. 
Sweet, J. N. 

General Studies Prize Nye, R . P. 
Upper VI 

Subject Prizes Art 
Biology 

British Government 
Chemistry 
Economiq 
English Literature 
French 
Geography 
Geology 
German 
Greek 
History 
Mathematics 
,'via thematics 
Mathematics 
Music 
Physics 
Technical Drawing 

F. L. Clark Essay Prize .. 
Dawson Natural History Prize 
Biology Essay Prize 

Hammond, J. L. 
Cotton, M. M. 
King, J. S. 
Harrison, K. 
Cann, D. 
Pearse, N. M. 
Brice, N. A. 
Williamson, C. M. 
Shepherd, M.A. 
Phipps, S. 
White, A. 
Pearse, N. M. 
Atkinson, N. 
Harrison, K. 
Hillman, R. J. 
Colman, A. 
Atkinson, N. 
Forbes, S. A. 
Dickenson, A. L. 
Cooper, N. C. 
Christian, M. J. 

The Bingham Oxford and Cambridge Prizes 
Exhibition 
in Physics at University College, Oxford 
Places at Cambridge to read 
Veterinary Science at Gonville and Caius College 
Land Economy at Girton College 
Economics at Trinity College 
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Atkinson, N. C. 

Barclay, A. J. 
Dancer, P. E. 
Ellis, P.A. 

Places at Oxford to read 
Biochemistry at Keble College 
English at Mansfield College 
Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Keble College 
Parents/Staff Association Prize 
Alex Milne Memorial Cup 
Old Boys' Prize 
Senior Prefect Prizes 
Aslam, N. 
Bannister, C. 
Cooper, N. C. 
Heads of House Abbey .. 

Carew .. 
St. Benet 
Tudor 

Deputy Head of School 
Head of School 

King, M. J. 
Matharu, T. S. 

Dakin, A. B. 
Milne, J. L. 
Pearse, N. M. 
Nice, D. M . 
Wimble, T. J. W. 
Erskine, M. D. V. 

Wimble, T. J. W. 
Ransom, G. R. 

Williams, D. N . 
Farrant, M. A. 
Brooks, A. R. 
Noh!, F. S. A. 
Barclay, A. J. 
Coleman, S. R. 

(The Upper VI Prizes have been augmented by the A. C. Hoare bequest 
and the Bingham Prizes by the Parents/Staff Association) 

THE SCHOOL FETE 1980 
This year, the School Fete was held on 12th July; despite fears 

that it would be marred by rain, the Fete turned out to be a great 
success. All the attractions did brisk business, with the praiseworthy 
result of raising almost £1,500. Thanks go to Mr. Macleod for his 
01ganisation, and to the many parents, boys and staff who ensured 
the Fete's success. 

R. A. JOHNSON, VA. 

HELPING HAND FUND 1979-80 
This School year, the fund has raised just over £780. This has 

come mainly from week by week form collections, and while this 
is quite a large sum, we could do much better if all forms were as 
thoughtful as others. Thanks go to all those who have responded. 

Most of our donations have been for £20, with a few being sent 
more because of their particular needs, and in some cases the 
donations have been only for £10. Below is a list of organisations 
to whom we have given support: 

During the Christmas Tenn: Epsom and Ewell Association for the 
Elderly, Association for the Crippled Child, The Cyrenians, Brain 
Research Fund, Lepra, Muscular Dystrophy Group of Great 
Britain, Manor Hospital School, Shelter, Spastic Society, Royal 
Association for Disability and Rehabilitation, Imperial Cancer 
Fund, Multiple Sclerosis Society, Pestalozzi Village Trust, National 
Society for the Mentally Handicapped Child, Surrey Community 
Development Trust, Queen Mary's Hospital School, "Tuesday 
Club", National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. 
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During the Spring Term: Sunshine Fund for Blind Babies, 
Association for Spina Bifida, Save the Children Fund, Oxfam, 
Friends of St. Ebba's, Friends of West Park, Friends of Long Grove, 
Royal National Life Boat Institution, United Nations Children's 
Fund. 

During the Summer Term: National Children's Homes, Farm
stead School, Epilepsy Association, National Society for the Men
tally Handicapped Child, Royal National Institute for the Blind, 
Drugs Information Advisory Service, Queen Elizabeth Foundation 
for the Disabled, National Society for Autistic Children, Help to 
the Aged, National Association for the Care and Resettlement of 
Offenders. 

The same organisations are usually sent donations each year. 
It is a great help to them to have such regular sums coming in, and 
they are always most appreciative. If anyone, or any form, would 
like other charities to be included, do let me know. 

In addition to the usual collections, a special appeal was made 
in aid of Kampuchean refugees, and we were able to rend a cheque 
to the Red Cros~ for £55. 

R.M.A. 

SCHOOL PLAY-"A PENNY FOR A SONG" 
John Whiting's play would be best described as a comedy, but 

behind its simple plot line-and the rni'in plot, being that of Bell
boy's attempt to foil the French army single-handed, disguised as 
Napoleon, is undeniably comic-there are too many complexities 
for such a convenient label. Perhaps Whiting's greater achievement 
lies in his distinctive attempt to convey an atmosphere-to give the 
play "period character". 

This atmosphere was certainly emphasised by Mr. Curtis' pro
duction. Particularly noticeable were the varying depths of emo
tional feeling associated with various characters or groups of 
characters. Thus we were presented with contrasting scenes merging 
cleverly unnoticed into one another. In this respect A. L. Dickenson 
as Hallam Matthews had the most difficult and interesting role. H.! 
had to alternate between affected cynicism and amusement in the 
early part of the play, and a deeper seriousness in the dialogues 
between Hallam and the more revolutionary Edward Sterne (a 
suitably sneering performance from C. M. Marsh), and finally we 
see his own personality entirely, with which we are encouraged to 
sympathise. In each capacity, Dickenson succeeded admirably, 
and developed his character to the fullest extent that the play would 
allow. 

Yet if Hallam is the most complex character, the importance of 
several other roles are hardly subsidiary, albeit that they exist only 
in one dimension. A. C. Lea's Sir Timothy Bellboys blustered his 
way through his preposterous plans convincingly, although it was 
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not always possible to hear his words clearly. This could not be said 
for A. E. Ball who, in the cameo of the Watch, Humpage-who 
remains on stage all the time- bellowed his "Yes, sir"s and "No, 
sir"s with comic conviction and executed throughout an admirable 
rustic accent. Almost in the same class of comic characterisation 
was I. M. Foulsharn's Selincourt, who delivered his lines with 
Pythonesque aplomb. Unfortunately it was not possible for him to 
maintain this level all the time, but he provoked much amusement 
none the less, as did his motley crew of fencibles. S. L. Danciger 
and H. J. Yapp deserve a mention for their efficient performances in 
somewhat thankless roles. The ''ladies" certainly looked the part, 
and E. H. Crooks as Hestor Bellboys even had the oddly suitable 
timbre of voice for the stentorian tones of the more mature woma11. 

The sets, designed by Mr. Whiteley and constructed by Mr. 
Macleod, conveyed the wam1th of a fine summer day, with the 
assistance of the lighting under the direction of Mr. Coleman. 
Here little variation was required, but the transition to evening 
for the peaceful conclusion of the play had its desired effect. The 
costumes, whose designs were conceived by Mr. Penny and carried 
out by mothers of boys in the School, seemed to me remarkably 
authentic-whether they were elegant, military or shabby (and there 
were pains taken here, too!). Mr. Carnell was responsible for the 
smooth running of the performances, and the few special effects 
and use of music were totally in harmony with the tone of the 
production. 

The superficial artlessness of this clever play is, of course, due to 
the playwright's intelligent unification of diverse materials, but it 
needs a fine production to seem artless. That this was the effect on 
the audience, and that afterwards people would raise questions on 
themes of the play was ample proof that Mr. Curtis had encouraged 
his cast to achieve something outstanding. 

William Humpage 
Sir Timothy Bellboys 
Samuel Breeze 
Lamprett Bellboys 
Hester Bellboys 
Hallam Matthews 
Dorcas Bellboys .. 
Edward Sterne 
A Small Boy 
George Selincourt 
Manservant 
Rev. Joseph Brotherhood 
James Giddy 
Rufus Piggott 
Pippin 
Fencibles 

THE CAST 

D. M. NICE, VI ii B. 

A. E. Ball 
A. C. Lea 

H . J. Yapp 
S. L. Danciger 
E. H. Crooks 

A. L. Dickenson 
W. J. Sheppard 

C. M. Marsh 
J. S. Baker 

I. M. Foulsham 
M. J. Christian 
J. G. J. Tallon 

I. G. Porter 
C. J. Mann 

M.A. Unwin 
H.J. Bailey 

B. P. Barrington 
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Set Construction: Mr. J. G. MacLeod, A. E. Last, S. M. Criscuolo, G. J. Dick• 
C. M. Marsh, I. J. Newcastle, T. J. Palmer, C. J. S. Sheldon. 

Set Design: Mr. A. Whiteley, A. W. D. Basham, M. C. Cook, R. Dyson, I. M· 
Foot, J. P. Gotch, M. A. Lee, G. D. Lightfoot, C. M. Marsh, M. R. Nott• 
M. R. Palmer, C. J. S. Sheldon, P. K. Snelson, N. D. B. Taylor. 

Costumes: Mr. K. F. Penny, Mrs. J. Brooks, Mrs. C. Dickenson, Mrs. K. Huxter, 
Mrs. J. Norris, Mrs. A. Sheppard-Fidler, Mrs. D. Unwin. 

Properties: Mrs. K. Huxter. 
Lighting and Sound: Mr. I. R. Coleman, S. Hanna, C. G. Mott, J. N. Sayer, l. G. 

Towson, J.P. Whitehead. 
Make-Up: Mr. L. T. Bircher, Mrs. K. Huxter, Mrs. C. M. Roberts, Mrs. G. M· 

Taylor. 
Stage Management: Mr. B. Carnell, J. H. Crutchley, A. M. Hyde, C. N. Jarman, 

M. W. Speeks, J.M. Spurin, G. P. Suarez. 
Prompter: I. R. Middleton. 
Box Office: Mr. P. D. Morgan, R. J. Armstrong, D. N. S. Burgess, A. F. Climie, 

G. J. Dick, R. M. Essex, L. J. R. Etienne, N. P. Gowens, N. I. Lee, C. G. 
Mott, G. J. Tallon, P. R. West. 

Producer: Mr. K. H. M. Curtis. 

THE LIBRARY 
Head Librarian: P. M. CARROLL 

Deputy Librarian: R. J. NEWMAN 

Librarians: M. D. BATT, J. H. CRUTCHLEY, G. J. DICK, N. GoLD
SMlTH, I. R. MIDDLETON, D. M. NICE, M. SANDIFORD, 
C. SHEPHERD, M. W. SPEEKS, G. P. SUAREZ, J. P. WHEELER 

Life goes on at that still point of the turning world, the Library. 
It lacked its daily newspaper for part of the year, due to the closure 
of The Times, but we all managed to keep a stiff upper lip. 

New books came and went, one particularly popular reference 
book that strayed was a new copy of the Guinness Book of Records. 
My thanks go to Mr. Curtis for his help at the beginning of the 
year, and to Mr. Bircher for the maintenance of the high standard 
set by Mr. Curtis. Acknowledgment must also be made to the 
Librarians, whose selfless efforts keep this establishment ticking. 

P. M. CARROLL, VI ii B. 
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[HOU.SE REPORTL) 
Abbey 

Abbey's performance throughout the year has benefited from the 
immense enthusiasm shown by the House Captains, who have put 
a great deal of time and effort into preparing the teams for com
petition. Although several of the results do not justify the work 
that has been done, the majority of competitors have done their best 
to support their House Captains. 

The Autumn Term. started very well with a convincing victory 
in the football competition. winning both the Junior and Senior 
sections. Credit must principally go to the Captain, P. D. Davies, 
for his coaching, both before and during matches. 

The cross-country competition was also a successful one, thanks 
to the Senior teams; Years 14, 15 and 0.16 won their sections of the 
competition, which gave the House first place overall. Abbey runners 
also took first place in three age groups: they were G. Fletcher 
(Year 14), J. M. Cowell (Year 15) and R. Johns (0.16). Thanks are 
due to R. Johns, the Captain, for his work organising practices. 

However, following the House's initial run of success, the basket
ball again proved to be one of Abbey's weakest events. The lack of 
School players and unfortunate injuries resulted in the House 
coming last overall. Thanks to S. Alldridge and C. Mitas, who 
devoted a good deal of time coaching the teams. 

Debating suffered from a lack of enthusiasm, and despite the 
efforts of R. J. Taylor, the House came last. Although a strong 
Year 14 team won its age group, a lack of practice resulted in last 
place for the Year 15 team, and third place for the Senior team. 

The Spring Term saw the completion of the chess competition, 
which had started in the autumn. The Junior team came fourth 
place, while the Senior team managed to achieve the position of 
third. The chess House Captain, J. E. Mitchell, won the Senior 
competition overall, and for the future we are fortunate in welcoming 
Mr. Procter to the House, as he should help the House achieve better 
results next year. 

The House did well in the Junior music competition, coming 
first. There were good individual performances from many entrants, 
especially J. C. Adams, who won the Junior section overall. How
ever, the House came fourth in the Senior section. Thanks are due 
to C. H. Eggs for organising the competition. 

The rugby result was a great improvement on last year's, moving 
from fourth to second position overall, with first position in the 
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Senior competition . Both A. L. Dickenson and D. R. Betts played 
consistently well, as did the Captain, G. D. Barclay. 

Abbey entered the summer competitions with great optimism 
since these events are normally Abbey's most successful. In the 
swimming competition, despite a lack of swimmers, Abbey came a 
creditable second overall. Thanks must go to D. R. Betts for 
arranging the practices at Epsom Baths and to all those who took 
part. 

The tennis competition was Abbey's best chance to do well, 
and managed to finish first equal overall with three other Houses. 
Thanks go to N. J. Gowens for his work in organising the teams. 

In the athletics competition, which is never one of Abbey's 
Strangest events, the House nevertheless managed to pick up third 
place. There were outstanding performances from A. P. Mugford 
and J. M. Cowell. Thanks go to C. J. Mann for organising the 
events. 

The final event of the year was cricket. The hard work put in by 
H. J. Bailey and A. L. Dickenson was rewarded by the House 
achieving first position in the competition. 

Overall, the year proved to be very successful for Abbey. Although 
the stranglehold of St. Benet on the Victor Lurorum was not broken, 
Abbey fared better than the other Houses, coming second overall. 
Thanks go to all those who took part in the events, and hopefully 
next year, with a little more application, Abbey will win the Victor 
Ludorum. 

S. ALLDRIDGE, VI i H. 

St. Benet 
Tribute to R. J. Goodman, VB. The success we have achieved this 

year is of little significance compared with the sad loss of Richard 
Goodman, killed so tragically in a road accident in May. Since he 
joined us in September 1976, we have seen St. Benet House go from 
strength to strength. He was not a "star" at any particular event, 
but his willingness to have a go and do his best was a shining example 
to all. His pleasant personality and tremendous strength of character 
showed in almost everything he did. He will be sadly missed, both as 
a friend and a competitor. 

Following an unusually good start to the House competitions, 
St. Benet has retained the Victor Ludorum for the third successive 
year, finishing first in seven of the eleven competitions. 

In the football competition, the House finished second equal, 
due mainly to the efforts of G. P. Holt in ensuring that full teams 
were present at each match. A disappointing third place in the cross
country was our worst result in the Victor Ludorum. This result 
did not merit the efforts made by R. A. Stewart to get enough willing 
or unwilling competitors. 

Our first win of the year came in the basketball, which was ably 
captained by I. J. Brooks, where St. Benet finished first in both the 
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Senior and Junior sections. Thanks to the considerable efforts of 
G. R. Peters in organising teams, which is never easy, the House 
came a much improved second equal in the debating competition. 

A good response from the House to M . H . Huggett's enthusiastic 
captaincy meant a very pleasing first place in the music competitions. 
Rugby, too, saw St. Benet on top, due mainly to the example set by 
D. E. Williams, both on and off the field. The St. Benet tradition 
of winning the chess competition was again upheld, although the 
winning margin was minimal compared with previous years, due to 
the encouragement given by R. P. Nye. 

The House, so used to being in a bad position after the winter 
sports, found itself unexpectedly in front, 8½ points ahead of its 
nearest rivals, and with what is normally its strongest part of the 
year still to come. A first place in the swimming competition, 
captained by I. J. Newcastle, extended the lead still more. Out
standing performances by St. Benet swimmers should be noted with 
individual champions in every year group: I. J. Newcastle (0.16), 
D. Bell (Year 15), R. T. Lee (Year 14), D. P. Mitchell and S. C. 
James (Year 12). 

Due to the large numbers of competitors in the athletics organised 
by G. P. Holt, St. Benet came first equal with Carew. In the cricket 
competition, St. Benet, captained by M. R. Palmer, came third. 
Finally, in the tennis competition, a difficult competition to arrange 
due to its complexity, the House, captained by N. A. R. Dunning, 
reached the position of first equal, and ensured the House of winning 
the Victor Ludorum. 

My thanks are due to all members of staff whose help and assist
ance proved invaluable, and to all the team captains for their support 
throughout the year. Finally, I would like to thank Mr. Charlton, 
who has spurred us on to yet another victory, and may I wish I. J. 
Newcastle, the new House Captain, the same support and success 
next year. 

C. J. CORNISH, VI ii S. 

Carew 
Carew's failure to do well as one might have expected in this 

year's Victor Ludorum can largely be put down to the outcome of 
the summer sports. Indeed, at Christmas, our overall position of 
first showed great promise for the rest of the year, and reflected on a 
successful Autumn Term. 

In the football competition we came second equal, largely due to 
the efforts of the U.13 and U.14 teams. The lower years again 
contributed greatly to the House coming second overall in the cross
country competition, and we also came second in the basketball 
competition. The debating competition, traditionally a Carew 
stronghold, was a great success in all years and with the competent 
captaincy of G. P. Suarez, we came first. 
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The music competition was our first real disappointment, in 
which we came fourth. There were, however, a few individual and 
group winners. We again did poorly in the rugby competition, 
especially in the Senior section. The result was that we came fourth 
overall. The potential result of the chess competition seemed to be 
shrouded in mystery for most of the year. However, the eventual 
result was that we came last, although C. N. Jarman proved to be a 
competent Captain. 

The Summer Term was more successful than in recent years, due 
to a great deal of enthusiasm on behalf of the House. Carew came 
third overall in the swimming competition, with the House coming 
last in the Junior section of the competition. There were outstanding 
perforoances from I. J. Brooks, S. L. Ireland and M. A. Stevenson. 
However, in the tennis competition, Carew surpassed itself by 
coming first equal, with P. P. Moran winning the 0.16 individual 
championship. 

Due to the solid captaincy of S. M. Criscuolo, Carew came first 
equal in the athletics competition. Extremely good performances 
came from P. A. Peart and R. E. Walker, who won the 12 and 15 
individual trophies respectively. The cricket competition was a 
complete disaster for Carew, with the House only winning one 
match overall. The end result was that Carew came fourth overall. 

Thus, Carew House managed to achieve the position of third in 
the Victor Ludorum. Years 12 and l3 showed keenness and promise, 
and Year 15 reached previously unimagined heights of performance. 
Mr. Godwin is leaving this year, and we wish him the best in the 
future. We would like to thank him for the great deal of support 
and encouragement he has given to the House throughout his time 
at Glyn School. 

Finally, I would like"to thank Mr. Penny for his unceasing support 
and enthusiasm and all other members of staff who have contributed 
to the House during the year. 

P. P. MORAN, VI ii B. 

Derby 

Derby is a new House, and was formed in September. Since it 
comprises Years 12, 13 and 14, we have not been able to compete 
with the whole School for the Victor Ludorum, but only in the 
Junior part of the competition. Until Sports Fortnight, Derby was 
second in the competition, but following the swimming, cricket, 
athletics and tennis events, we dropped back to fourth position. 

The first competition was football, and overall it was very pleasing, 
with the Under 15's (captained by W. R. Newark) winning their 
age group. The Under 14's and Under 13's were not so successful, 
but show promise for next year. 

In the cross-country competition, Derby was one of the few 
Houses to turn out full teams in all years. This helped us to gain an 
overall second place. It is hoped that an improvement in Year 14 
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next year will bring the House victory. Thanks are due to J. P. Lee 
for organising the teams and to Mr. Crooks for making possible 
the after-school practices. 

P. E. Light organised the basketball, and although there were 
not many School players, the House showed potential to play well. 
The House managed to come third overalJ, equal with Abbey and 
Tudor. 

The chess competition was one of the most successful events for 
the House. Coming second, behind the strong chess House, St. 
Benet, was a surprising result. There were notable performances by 
K. M. Mardell (Captain) and R. Dyson. 

The House again showed a great deal of promise when Derby 
came second in the debating competition. 

Following the debating competition came the music competition, 
which provided some pleasing results for the House. The choir 
came first equal with a stirring performance of "Men of Harlech" 
and "Clementine", and R. Dyson won the Junior brass competition. 
Due to the unfortunate absence of the Captain, M. W. Osborn, we 
came third instead of an expected second place. 

Derby also gained second place in the rugby competition, which 
was organised by I. R. Douglas. The U.13 team did extremely well 
to come first equal in their age group, and the U.15 team won all 
of their matches. 

Our teams in the cricket competition were organised jointly by 
W. R. Newark and M. W. Osborn. The U.13's won three of their 
four games, and thanks to L. C. Masters, has an efficient team. 
The U.14 team tried hard but failed to win any of their games, and 
the U.15 team suffered from a very poor batting side. 

In the tennis competition, we unfortunately finished last, though 
this was not due to any lack of effort. 

S. Stanley organised the swimming, and the competition was quite 
disappointing throughout the House, despite gallant performances 
by G. D. Lancefield and G. A. Morgan. We came fourth overall. 

We also came fourth in the athletics competition, despite an 
excellent performance by K. M . Mardell, who won both the 100 m. 
and 200 m. races, and P. E. Light, who came first in the javelin 
event. The teams were captained by R. Dyson. 

On behalf of the House, I would like to thank Mr. MacLeod for 
all his support and encouragement throughout the year, and all 
those who participated in the various competitions. 

R. DYSON, IV D. 

Tndor 
The House's overall positions in the Winter Sports were dis

appointing, but this was due mainly to a genuine lack of talent in 
the House, and did not reflect the hard work and effort put into 
the House's activities by the various Captains. 
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In the football competition, Tudor did well to come second 
overall, even though the House came last in the Junior section. 
Thanks are due to the Captain, H. J. Watkins, whose supervision 
of the competition and coaching made the overall result possible. 
The basketball competition was a disappointment to the House. 
Under the captaincy of J. G. W. Lunn, we only came third overall, 
but the result did not do credit to the great effort put in by all teams. 

L. J. R. Etienne proved to be an efficient Captain of rugby, but 
the House still came third equal. There was an outstanding per
formance by the 0.16 team, which won all their matches. The cross
country competition turned out to be a disaster for Tudor. Even 
with the competent captainship of G. A. Skipp, the House came 
last overall. M. W. Speeks was, as usual, highly efficient in organising 
Tudor's debating teams, an event in which we came second overall. 

I. G. Towson, Captain of music, managed to weld together bis 
musicians effectively, and Tudor came first in the Senior section. 
I. G. Towson also won the Senior individual championship. How
ever, we came third overall. In the chess competition, N. Gold
smith, the Captain, encouraged and coached our teams successfully 
-the House came second overall. 

Our greatest success of the year was the tennis competition. Under 
the very capable captaincy of I. M. Foulsham, the House won both 
the Junior and Senior sections of the competition. It was no surprise 
that the House came first overall. ln the swimming competition, 
due to the very hard work of P. K. Snelson in organising the teams 
and their practices, the House came second equal overall. 

One of the less successful competitions for Tudor was the athletics, 
in which we came last in both the Junior and Senior sections. Despite 
the able captaincy of S. V. Mackness, the House was badly let down 
by competitors not turning up to compete. The Summer Tenn, 
however, ended with success, when the House came second in the 
cricket competition due to the Captain of cricket, J. M. Slevin. 

Finally, thanks go to all those in the House, Captains and com
petitors, for their support and encouragement throughout the year, 
and especially to Mr. Whiteley. I would like to wish the new Head 
of House, M. W. Speeks, good luck in next year's competitions. 

1st XI SOCCER 

Captain: P. D. DAVIES 

Vice-Captain: G. P. HOLT 

Secretary: R. M. ESSEX 

J. G. W. L UNN, VI ii D. 

A very unsettled 1st XC experienced a relatively disappointing 
season, during which good team performances and overall domina
tion of many often did not produce the desired results. The season 
started with several heavy defeats, but the consistency of the team 
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improved generally throughout the season, ending with an undefeated 
run of seven matches. 

The extra competitiveness of the Baird Cup produced much more 
determined performances, resulting in a successful run, and eventually 
ended by a semi-final replay defeat against a strong Farnham 
College team. The Glyn/Sutton Manor Trophy was again retained 
by our rivals after two exciting matches. 

Top scorer for the season was P. D. Davies with 18 goals who, 
along with G. P. Holt, J. G. W. Lunn and S. V. Mackness, was 
selected to represent Surrey during the season. 

Finally, our thanks go to Mr. Norris for his continued support 
and enthusiastic coaching, and to Mr. Beckwith and his staff for 
their tireless efforts in producing pitches of excellent quality through
out the season. 

2nd XI 
Captain : M. R. PALMER 

This was a most disappointing season for the 2nd XI with the 
team only winning twice in twenty-four matches. The victories were 
against Furzedown School (3-2) and Archbishop Tenison's School 
(3-1 ). 

From the start, the signs were that the going would be tough 
for what was a young side. Up to Christmas, an unsettled team 
scored only a handful of goals and suffered several heavy defeats. 
After the break, the 2nd XI played some of their most inspired 
football. This was due mainly to the strengthening of the defence 
through the success of the Watkins-Walker partnership. 

Although this was a poor season, the signs look good for the 
future with the progress ofl. G. Jones, S. R. Want and R. E. Walker. 
N. A. R. Dunning and H. R. Watkins played well throughout the 
season, as did M. G. Arrowsmith in goal, who showed considerable 
bravery on several occasions. 

The team would like to thank Mr. Norris and P. Martin for their 
help throughout the season. 

3rd XI 
Captain: A. T. WOODHEAD 

For the second year running, the 3rd XI had a most successful 
season, finishing the year with an unbeaten home record. In contrast 
to last year's team, we had a relatively young squad, but deter
mination and a remarkable team spirit overcame a frequent lack of 
physical size and experience. 

Notable wins were against Burlington Danes School (6-1), in 
which J. M. Cowell scored a hat-trick, and against Latymer Upper 
School (3-2). J. P. Wright played solidly throughout the season, as 
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did D. J. Ryder, who towards the end of the year emerged as our 
leading own-goal scorer. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Norris, Mr. Beckwith, for his excellent 
care of the pitches, and P. Sands, our coach. 

U.15 XI 
Captain : A. G. DENNING 

We had a poor start to the season, winning only one match out 
of the first eight matches; but as the season progressed, the team 
moulded itself into a winning side. 

As the team improved, good results started to come in. Our most 
successful match of the season was against Sutton Manor School, 
in which the team showed the necessary skill and determination, but 
was only able to achieve a draw. 

All round, the team showed consistency and skill. Our thanks 
must go to Mr. Macleod for his coaching and encouragement 
throughout the season, and to Mr. Beckwith for keeping the pitches 
in such good order. 

U.14 XI 
Captain : A. D. WINYARD 

The U.14 team have had a most successful season in cup and 
friendly games. In the Surrey Cup we reached the quarter-finals. 
Unfortunately, we lost 2-1 to Monk's Hill School in a game which 
had a controversial penalty decision. 

Our performances became more consistent as the season pro
gressed, resulting in a. run of fifteen games unbeaten. During this 
run, our most notable result was beating Archbishop Tenison's 
School 9-1. 

Our top scorer was M. J. Maynard, who scored a total of 46 
goals. I would like to thank, on behalf of the team, Mr. Kilpatrick, 
who gave the team coaching and encouragement throughout the 
season. 

U.14 "B" XI 
Captain: S. BoAKES 

The U.14 "B" XI had a generally good season, playing twelve 
games- winning five and losing six against mainly the "A" teams of 
other schools. An excellent start to the season (13-0 against Ash
combe School) was balanced by difficult matches later on, such as 
losing to Eastfield School's "A" team 8-1. Goals were shared amongst 
the team, but special mention must be made of S. Cackett, our goal
keeper, for his performances under pressure. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Kilpatrick and Mr. Grice for organising 
the extra matches and for managing and coaching the team. 
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U.13 "A" XI 
Captain: M. A. WILKINSON 

Our first season together was reasonably successful, and the 
team showed enough skill and determination to give hope for better 
things to come. 

Finally, our thanks to Mr. Norris and Mr. Godwin for their 
encouragement and help throughout the season. 

U.13 "B" XI 
Captain: A. L. HOWELL. 

The season started off with two defeats, against Sutton Manor 
School and Spencer Park School. But as soon as we had these 
defeats out of our system, we started to improve on our results, 
winning the next three games. Our best victory was a 10-0 win against 
Archbishop Tenison's School, with L. C. Masters and P. L. White 
scoring four goals each. Top scorers throughout the year were 
L. C. Masters (11) and A. L. Howell (9). 

Thanks go to Mr. Godwin and Mr. Norris for their coaching 
and encouragement throughout the season. 

RESULTS 
Goals 

Played Won Drawn Lost For Against 
1st XI 32 12 7 13 72 70 
2nd Xl . . 24 2 3 19 20 76 
U.15 Xl 24 10 3 11 60 72 
U.14 Xl 27 22 0 5 I I 5 56 
U.13 Xl .. 21 8 I 12 58 59 

TEAMS 
1ST XI 

S. Alldridge, M. G. Arrowsmith, G. D. Barclay, D. N. S. Burgess, J.C. Cooper, 
P. D. Davies, R. M. Essex, S. R. Gowar, G. P. Holt, S. L. Irelend,l. G. Jones, 
J. G. W. Lunn, S. V. Mackness, P. P. Moran, f. D. Murphy, M. R. Pahner, R. 
Shelton, J. M. Slade, H. J. Watkins. 

2ND XI 
M. G. Arrowsmith, G. D. Barclay D. N. S. Burgess, J. M. Cowell, N. A. R. 

Dunning, J. M. Empson, M. D. V. Erskine, R. J. Goodman, S. L. Ireland, I. G. 
Jones, P. P. Moran, I. D. Murphy, M. R. Palmer, C. N. Taylor, R. J. Taylor, 
T. J. Vallis, R. E. Walker, S. R. Want, N. N . D. Warrilow, H. J. Watkins, J.P. 
Wright. 

3RD Xl 
R . .l. Armstrong, R. M. L. Blackford, J.M. Cowell, M. E. Etienne, R. J. Good

man, M.A. Lee, N. I. Lee, M. J . Philip, D. J. Ryder, J. M. Slevin, M.A. Steven
son, M. J. Strike, T. R. W. Temple, A. E. Wells, A. T. Woodhead, J.P. Wright. 

U.15 XI 
P. J . Benke, A. A. Brownjohn, S. G. Carr, G. Clark, A. G. Denning, S. P. 

Eagelton, R . A. Ewart, G. C. Greensmith, J. W. Lawrie, R. N. Loveday, R. F. 
Nevard, W. R. Newark, C. J. Owen, C. D. E. Price. 
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U.14XI 
A. A. Badami, J.P. Burgess, J. S. R. Charlton, G. P. Farley, M. J. Humphreys, 

P. E. Humphreys, T. R. Lee, M. J. Maynard, M. S. Nicholls, N. J. Peters, K. J. 
Stanley, S. C. Warrilow, J. Watson, A. D. Winyard. 

U.14 "B" XI 
S. Atkins, A. A. Badami, P. C. Baker, S. Doakes, S. Cocket, J. S. R. Charlton, 

M. M. Eaton, G. Farley, R. J. Hayhoe, P. Kitchen, K. Mason, J. W. Rose, A. W. 
Slade, J. Watson, C. Wernham. 

U.13 "A" XI 
A. G. Bennett, N. R. Bramley, S. J. Berck, D. S. Clarke, R. P. Collins, I. J. 

Dunstone, G. H. Franklin, S. R. Lawther, L. C. Masters, M. McDonnell, G. A. 
Moyle, R. N. Patel, M. P. Robinson, R. W. Snell, D. K. Stackwood, C. J. Unwin, 
A. Wilson, M. A. Wilkinson. 

U.13 "B" XI 
J.M. Bean, K. D. Berry, N. R. Bramley, K. Earl, G. Fox, A. L. Howell, S. C. 

James, N. Ioannou, G. D. Lancefield, R. P. J. Maessen, A. J. Marino, L. C. 
Masters, D. McDonnell, C. J. Miles, G. A. Moyle, M. P. Robinson, D. Schofield, 
R. W. Snell, D. K. Stackwood, M. J. Stalker, P. L. White. 

RUGBY 
1st XV 

Captain: D. E. WILLIAMS 

The 1st XV enjoyed their best ever season this year, winning ten 
and drawing two of the seventeen matches played. The season 
started with a 3-3 draw against Chiswick School, and was followed 
by a run of six wins, which ended in a 29-9 defeat by a strong team 
from Haberdasher Aske's School. 

For most of the season the pack played well, and usually managed 
to push the opposition back within the three-quarters. Although 
their handling was not the best at times, the team tackled solidly 
throughout. 

In the Christmas period, injuries prevented us from putting out 
our strongest sides, and in the spring only five matches were played 
due to a depleted fixture list. 

Thanks go to Mr. Green, who gave up a lot of time and effort 
to coach the team. 

2nd XV 
Captain: N. N. PATEL 

Although this season was a disappointing one for the Second XV, 
there was no lack of enthusiasm. On every fixture, we managed to 
field a full team, and reserves, despite injury problems, which plagued 
us throughout the season. 

Our heaviest defeats were suffered at the hands of more senior 
sides, but every member of the team continue to fight hard to the 
end, even with our handicap of size. Tackling was our main weak
ness during the season, but this slowly improved towards the end 
of our fixture list. 
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I would like to thank, on behalf of the team, Mr. Green and Mr. 
Beeken for their help and encouragement, and Mr. Beeken again for 
his refereeing on Saturday mornings. 

Colts XV 
Captain: J. D. CORNISH 

We had another good season, resulting in eleven wins and one 
draw out of nineteen matches. We started off the season losing 
several matches, suffering from lack of practice and match experience. 
We soon, however, built up our confidence and put on some fine 
performances against teams, including Raynes Park High School 
and City of London Freeman's School. 

Later on in the season, we managed to get through to the semi
finals of the Surrey Cup Championships, beating Reigate Grammar 
School and John Fisher School in the opening rounds. We un
fortunately lost to a very strong Beverley School U.15 team. How
ever, we also managed to get through to the quarter-finals at Priest 
Hill, but lost to Dulwich School, of the Surrey Sevens Tournament. 

Thanks go to Mr. Daniels and Mr. Green for all the time they 
gave up to coach us. 

U.14 xv 
Captain: M. B. MUNRO 

The team played well throughout the season, even though, 
owing to a large number of team members leaving the squad, the 
choice of players was limited. Our best result was against Sutton 
Manor School (42-10), and our greatest loss was against Wallington 
High School (3-63). 

Thanks go to Mr. Charlton for coaching us, and to both Mr. 
Charlton and Mr. Turner, who sometimes acted as referees on 
Saturday mornings. 

U.13XV 
Captain: N. R. BERRY 

We had quite a successful season, especially towards the end of 
the season, a period in which we did not lose a single match. We won 
two-thirds of our matches, which is promising for the future, and 
surprising since many players had very little match experience. 

Special thanks go to Mr. Green for coaching us, and to Mr. Warren 
for refereeing our matches. 

RESULTS 
Points 

Played Won Drawn Lost For Against 
1st XV .. 17 10 2 5 294 197 
2nd XV .. - - - - - -
U.15 xv 19 11 I 7 274 190 
U.14XV 19 4 I 14 294 603 
U.13 XV 18 12 0 6 425 94 
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TEAMS 
1ST XV 

A. J . Baddeley, B. R. Betts, L. Brooks, P. Bundyford, S. M. Criscuolo, A. L. 
Dickenson, S. L. Danciger, L. J. R. Etienne, A. S. Fenton, T. N. Gooding, W.W. 
Hicks, P. Marsh, L. B. Nicholson, 0. J. Nicholson, N. N. Patel, A. M. Smith, 
P. K. Snelson, D. E. Williams, D. N. Williams. 
2ND XV 

A. E. Ball, L. Brooks, P. Bundyford, S. J. Cackett, S. M. Criscuolo, S. L. 
Danciger, R. S. Davis, G. J. Dick, S. B. Fowler, A. K. Hutt, S. M. Lewis, L. B. 
Nicholson, M. R. Nott, N. N. Patel, S. W. Robinson, P. J. Williams. 
COLTS XV 

A. r. Bennett, A. R. Christian, J. D. Cornish, S. K. Davies, I. J. Douglas, Vv. G. 
Fenwick, M.A. Harries, C.R. Hoare, A. J. Holland, S. G . Jennings, A. J. Lewis, 
P. E. Light, J. Mitchell, C. C. Need, G. Pepe, A. A. Ranaldo, A. Saccomani, R. J. 
Sanders, S. Stanley, K. P. Taylor, D. J. W. Tyrell, J. M. Warren. 
U.14XV 

A. Betts, S. Brooks, M.A. Buttle, S. Criscuolo, S. Cullum Smith, C. J. Gosney, 
A. P. Haddon, J. Helyer, G. J. A. Hunt, N. D. Hutchinson, M. Jarman, P. Lums
den, P. Martin, G. C. McFarlane, D. P. Mitchell, A. P. Mugford, M. B. Munro, 
M. J. Noad, S. N. Robinson, K. P. Roderick-Jones, M. A. Thorburn, S. V. Wade. 
U.13 XV 

D. J. W. Arthur, N. R. Berry, N. A. M. Burgess, D. Byfield, D. J. Coen, S. M. 
Gray, R. C. D. Kennedy, S. Left, G. A. Morgan, S. H. Morse, J. R. Nicholas, 
R. F . Patton, A. Pepe, r. Price, N. C. Read. 

CRICKET 

The 1980 season produced competent but not very distinguished 
performances from most teams, though the U.13 XI, coached by 
Mr. Norris, developed with much promise. All teams reached 
knock-out quarter-final rounds, but none went further. The weather 
made pitch preparation difficult for Mr. Beckwith, who, as always, 
was keen to have matches played if at all possible. The fixture list 
included some more accomplished opponents, such as Trinity and 
Kingston Grammar Schools. S. R. Want was included in the S.C.A. 
U.16 squad. 

So much of Glyn cricket is the work of Mr. D . A. Godwin that 
he will be greatly missed. Besides running the I st XI cricket team, 
he has shown interest in every School side of whatever age. 

1st XI 
Captain : I. M. SLADE. 

Vice-Captain: C. J. CORNISH 

Secretary: C. K. HYDE 

K.F.P. 

The 1st XI had a moderate season, winning five and losing five of 
its twenty games. The batting was generally strong with the first 
four regular batsmen (G. D. Barclay, C. K. Hyde, I. M. Slade. 
S. R. Want) usually able to lay a sound foundation for a large 
total. The middle order, however, was disappointing because of 
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their inconsistency and their inability to score runs quickly without 
throwing wickets away. The bowling lacked penetration and wickets 
were taken, in general, only when opposing batsmen were trying to 
force the pace. 

The team's thanks go to Mr. Godwin for his help, advice and 
umpiring; to Mr. Want for driving the minibus and umpiring; to 
Mr. Beckwith for the care of the pitches; to Mr. Kennedy for keeping 
the score, and to all the parents who helped with refreshments. 

2nd XI 
Captain: P. K. SNELSON 

The 2nd XI cricket team had a mediocre season. The side turned 
out to be a bowling side more than a batting side, with A. N. Taylor 
and N. W. R. Wynne at the top of the bowling averages. The 
opening batting partnership, however, did well with high scores 
nearly every match. H.J. Bailey and N . W. R. Wynne were the top 
batsmen with batting averages of 130 and 84 respectively. 

Thanks go to Mr. Daniels, Mr. Godwin and Mr. Morgan for 
their coaching and umpiring, and to Mrs. Snelson who arranged 
the refreshments. 

U.15 XI 
Captain: K. R. FISHER 

The season started well (we won the first seven games), but 
success faded away as the season progressed. 

The bulk of the bowling was undertaken by W. R. Newark and 
A. H. Pilcher. W. R. Newark was the leading wicket taker with 
41 wickets to his credit. 

The batting, however, was indifferent, having good as well as bad 
days. The top batsmen were K. P. Fisher and N. H. Gelder, together 
totalling 469 runs. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Penny for umpiring and coaching our side, 
and to Mr. Beckwith for preparing our pitch at Priest Hill. 

U.14 XI 
Captain: A. R. LEE 

The team had a moderate season, with three matches won, five 
drawn and five lost. Limited over matches seemed to suit our team, 
since out of the four matches of this type played, we won three. 
Top batsmen were R. J. Wallis (145), J.P. Burgess (136) and A. R. 
Lee (116). 

Finally the team would like to thank Mr. Carnell for his help in 
umpiring and coaching the team throughout the season, and to 
those parents who helped with the refreshments. 
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U.13 XI 
The U.13 " A" team managed to reach the quarter-finals of the 

Evans Trophy, but was unfortunately beaten by Wallington High 
School. 

The highest individual scorers were G. H. Franklin (113), M. P. 
Robinson (90), S. Left (86) and L. C. M asters (84). The principal 
wicket takers were G. H. Franklin, L. C. Masters and S. Left. 

The team worked very hard throughout the season, although the 
fielding was a little inconsistent. The overall performance of the 
squad is encouraging for future years, and the team would like to 
thank Mr. Norris and his colleagues for their advice and encourage
ment throughout the season. 

The U.13 "B" team, while losing all their matches, provided 
organised cricket for a number of boys who had not previously 
played the game competitively. 

RESULTS 
Played Won Drawn Lost 

1st XI 20 5 10 5 
2nd XI 8 1 5 2 
U.15 XI ... 17 9 2 6 
U.14 XI ... 13 3 5 5 
U.13 "A" XI 12 3 4 5 
U.13 "B" XI 6 0 0 6 

TEAMS 
1st XI 

S. Alldridge, G. D. Barclay, R . M. L. Blackford, D . N. S. Burgess, C. J. 
Cornish, P. D. Davies, S. R. Gowar, C. K. Hyde, M. R. Palmer, I. M. Slade, 
J. M. Slevin, T. J. Vallis, S. R. Want, H.J. Watkins. 

2nd XI 
H. J . Bailey, S. L. Danciger, A. L. Dickenson, I. M. Foulsham, R. J . Goodman, 

G. P. Holt, N. I. Lee, S. V. Mackness, P. K. Snelson, M. A. Stevenson, A. W. 
Taylor, R. J. Taylor, R. E. Walker, S. A. R. Whitford, N. W. R. Wynne. 

U .15 XI 
L. J. Charlwood, G. Clark, J. Cornish, A. S. Dudley, A. D . Farrant, F . R. 

Fisher, N . H. Gelder, J. E. Hobbs, A. J . Holland, L. A. Holland, J. N. Lawrie, 
A. J. Lewis, D. N. Maile, R . F. Nevard, W.R. Newark, M. W. Osborn, A. H . 
Pilcher, P. C. Russell, N. A. Waters, A. J. Webber. 

U.14 XI 
S. Atkins, A. A. Badami, J. P. Burgess, S. Criscuolo, D. Farrant, A. P. Haddon, 

N. J. Hartnell, M. J. Humphreys, P. E. Humphreys, S. A. Jardine, M. Jarman, 
A. R. Lee, M. J . Maynard, S. J. McMurtrie, A. P. Mouncer, M. B. Munro, 
M. S. Nicholls, K. P. Roderick-Jones, P. Taylor, R. J . Wallis. 

U.13 XI 
M. Bailey, M. Bean, S. J . Beck, N. R. Bramley, S. Caird, R. P. Collins, K. Earl, 

S. J. Forster, G. H. Franklin, R. Hicks, A. L. Howell, M. Jago, S. C. James, 
R. C. D . Kennedy, S. Left, L. C. Masters, G. Matthews, C. J. Miles, I. Price, 
S. D . Probert, S. J. Williams, A. Wilson. 
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1st XI Cricket Tour to Eastbourne 
The 1st XI cricket tour to Eastbourne (June 28th-J uly 5th) proved 

yet again to be a successful way of ending the School cricket season. 
A party of fourteen players were taken down to Easlbourne, and a 
full week's cricket was enjoyed, despite a distinct lack of sunshine. 
In the first match, the team beat Pevensey Bay Cricket Club by five 
wickets, with S. R. Gowar taking five wickets for eighteen runs and 
C. J. Cornish scoring fifty runs not out. After such a promising 
start, the draw with Brighton and Hove Sixth Form College was 
rather an anti-climax with rain causing the match to be abandoned . 

The following game against Varndean College, however, proved 
to be a more enjoyable and exciting game with Glyn School winning 
by 39 runs in the last over. The team continued in this successful 
vein against Lewes' Priory School, and preserved an unbeaten 
record throughout the week, against Hailsham Cricket Club and 
Harvey Grammar School, with whom Glyn drew. 

The team's thanks go to Mr. Godwin for arranging the trip, and 
to those parents, Mr. and Mrs. Want and Mr. and Mrs. Alldridge, 
without whose help the tour would not have been possible. 

S. ALI.DRIDGE, VI i H. 

SPORTS DAY 1980 
Sports Day was held this year on the 10th July in conditions that 

were not at all conducive to new records. Quite apart from the 
threatening skies, the wind and wet track made running difficult. 

Nevertheless, there was some spirited running, especially in the 
U. 13 and U .14 competitions, and some excellent performances 
from P. A. Peart in the U.13 competition, who set a new School 
Record in the 100 metres and who won the 200 metres outright. 

In the U .l 4 competition there were some notable performances 
from I. W. Plowman and P. Lumsden, who proved his versatility 
by good performances in track and field events. 

The U .15 competition was a new section and therefore all the 
results count as School Records. There were good performances 
from K. P. Taylor and K. M . Mardell. 

At the end of the proceedings the Headmaster and Mr. Saunders, 
Headmaster of Ewell Castle School and a Governor of Glyn, made 
speeches and presented the trophies to the individual champions. 
Thanks go to Mr. Charlton and all members of staff who assisted. 

The final results were: 
1 st 
3rd 
4th 
5th 

St. Benet and Carew 
Abbey 
Derby 
Tudor 

G. P. SUAREZ, VI i A. 
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First 
100 metres -

U.13 P.A. Peart (C) 
U.14 M. Branch (T) 
U.15 K. M. M ardell (D) 
U.16 I. R. W. Temple (A) 
0 .16 S. V. Mackness (T) 

200 metres 
U.13 P.A. Peart (C) 
U.14 M. Branch (T) 
U.15 K. M . Mardell (D ) 
U.16 R. E . Walker (C) 
0.16 S . V. Mackness (T) 

400 metres 
U.13 D. J. Coen (C) 
U.14 A. Winyard (A) 
U.15 A. A. Brownjohn (B) 
U.16 J. H. Empson (A) 
0. 16 M.R.Palmer(B) 

800 metres 
U. 13 
U.14 
U.15 
U. 16 
0 .16 

D. J. Coen (C) 
I. W. Plowman (T) 
G. J. Pletcher (A) 
N . N. Patel (B) 
S. M. Criscuolo (CJ 

1500 metre:,· 
U.13 C. J. McDermott (13) 
U.14 I. W. Plowman (T) 
U .15 G. J. Fletcher (A) 
U.16 L. I. Nevill (B) 
0.16 

Hurdles 
U.13 

M. G. Arrowsmith (A) 

S . Hollings (D) 

U .14 

U .15 
U.16 
0.16 

{
S. Criscuolo (C) 
N . Peters (B) 
A. A. Brownjohn (B) 
J.M. Cowell (A) 
D. B. Pell (C) 

High Jump 
U.13 E. Morrison (A) 
U .14 M. Branch (T) 
U.15 N. M. Hindle (B) 
U.16 M . H. Norris (C) 
0.16 G. R. Wignall (B) 

Lotrglump 
U.13 D. J. W. Arthur (C) 
U.14 P. Lumsden (C) 
U .15 K. P. Taylor (T) 
U.16 R. E . Walker (C) 
0.16 M. R. Palmer (B) 

Triple Jump 
U.13 A . Pepe (B) 
U.14 I. W . Plowman (T) 
U.15 K. P. Taylor (T) 
U.16 R. E. Walker (C) 
0 .16 S. V. Mackness (T) 

Shot 
U .1 3 
U.14 
U.15 
U.16 
0.16 
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P. D. Cole (B) 
D. P. Mitchell (B) 
A. A. Ranaldo (A) 
N . W. S. Br ill (C) 
W. W. Hicks (C) 

SPORTS DAY RESULTS 
Second Third 

I'. D. Cole (B) N . R. Bramley (B) 
C. J . Gosney (B) A. P. Mugford (A) 
R . F. Nevard (C) A. J. Lection (C) 
R . E. Walker (C) A. K. H utt (B) 
M. R . Palmer {B) T. J. Vallis (B) 

D. J . Coen (C) A . Pepe (B) 
A. P. Mugfurd (A) C. J. Gosney (B) 
K. P . Taylor (T) A. A. Brownjohn ( 8 ) 
I. R. W. Temple (A) A. C . H artley (C) 
J. P. Wheeler (T) M. C. Cook (CJ 

T. A. Collison (C) E. Morrison (A) 
S. Doakes (C) M. A . Buttle (A) 
G. C. Greensmith (A) A. J . Lewis (A) 
N. N. D. Warrilow (T) S. R. A. Whitford (C) 
G. P. H olt (B) J. P. Wheeler (T) 

T. A . Collison (C) D. Bastiman (A) 
A. Winyard (A) J. Pigden (B) 
A. Young(T) N. J . Edwards (A) 
L . I. Nevill (B) N. N. D. Warrilow (T) 
S. Alldridge (A) M. G. Arrowsmith (A) 

M . A. Wilkinson (A) D. Bastiman (A) 
P. Lumsden (C) A . Winyard (A) 
A. Young (T) J.P. Lee (D) 
J. M. Cowell (A) D. I. W. Bailey (B) 

B. P. Barrington (B) {D. H atcher (T) 
J. M. Slevin (T) 

P.A. Peart (C) A. J. Parncutt ( D ) 

D. J. Jones (A) 
R. F. Nevard (C) 
D. T. Cairncross (B) 
C. J. Mann (A) 

N . J. Edwards (A) 
R . A. Johnson (A) 
T. J . Vallis (B) 

P. A . Peart (C) D. J. Coen (C) 
C. J. Gosney (B) D. P. Mitchell (B) 
N. J. Edwards (A) A. J. Lection (C) 
L. Brooks (C) L. l. N evill (B) 
C . J. Mann (A) G . P. H oll (B) 

A. Pepe (B) A. J. Parncull (D) 
J. Burgess (B) M. J. Maynard (B) 
K. M . Mardell (D) R. D yson (D) 
I. R . W. Temple (A) D. T . Caimcross (B) 
S. V. M ackness (T) R . M. Essex (C) 

C . G. Fellows (C) J. R . Nicholas (D) 
J. Burgess (Il) P. Lumsden (C) 
K. M. Mardell (D) R. Dyson (D J 
!. R . W. Temple (A) A. W. Taylor (T) 
R. M. Essex (C) C. J . M ann (A) 

R. F. Patton (T) W. R. S. Tooth. (C) 
M. Leeson (B) S. Nebbett (C) 
S. Fellows (C) R. F. Nevard (D) 
M.A. Stevenson (C) P. J . Williams (B) 
S. M. Criscuolo (C) P. K. Snelson (T) 

Time/ Distance 

12 ·8 sec.t 
12·4 sec. 
12·5 sec.• 
l2·6sec. 
12·4 sec. 

27 ·3 sec. 
25·7sec. 
25·9 sec.• 
25 ·9 sec. 

63 · 1 sec. 
64·5sec. 
62· 1 sec.• 
62 ·4 sec. 
55·2sec. 

2 min. 38·0 
2min.19· 1 
2 min. 22· 8• 
2 min. 28·5 
2 min. 23·7 . 
5 min. 16 ·6 
4 min.48·4 
5 min. 00·5• 
4 m in. 34·9 

5 min. 06· l 

l4· 9sec. 
13·2 sec. 

11·53 sec.• 
18·7sec. 
14·6 sec.* 

1·41 m. 
1·50 m. 
1·59 m.• 
1·62 m. 
1·64111. 

4·44m. 
4·66m. 
5·30 m.• 
4 ·99 m . 
5·58 m . 

9·56 m. 
10·39 Ill, 
11·44 111.• 
10 ·49 Ill. 
11·71111. 

10·53 m. 
12·51 m . 
12·65 m.• 
11.17111. 
13·10111. 

First 
Javelin 

V.13 A. Pepe (B) 
V.14 P. E. Humphreys (CJ 
U. 15 P. E. Light (D) 
U. 16 M. H. N orris (C) 
0.16 S. M. Criscuolo (C) 

Discus 
U. 13 I. Price (A) 
U.14 K. D . Mumford (A) 
U. 15 K. P. Taylor (T) 
U. 16 R. S. Davis (B) 
0.16 W. W. Hicks (C) 

4X IOO metres Relay 
U.13 Carew 
U.14 Tudor 
U.15 St. Benet 
U.16 Carew 
0 .1 6 Tudor 

Second 

R . N. Patel (A) 
K. Stanley (D) 
A. A. R analdo (A) 
N. W . S. Brill (C) 
A. D . B. Nebbetl (C) 

D. Byfield (A) 
S. N . R obinson (B) 
A. A . Ranaldo (A) 
P. J. Williams (8) 
D . R. Betts (A) 

St. Benet 
St. Benet 
Derby 
Abbey 
Abbey 

Third 

I. Price (A) 
M. J. Humphreys (C) 
J . Cornish (B) 
S. R. Gownr ~) 
T. L . Whitloc (T) 

P . D. Cole (ll) 
K. Stanley IB) 
J. Mitchell ) 
L . Brooks (C) 
N. A. R. Dunning (8) 

T udor 
Carew 
Abbey 
St. Benet 
St. Benet 

• New School Record j" Equals School Record 

ATHLETICS 
Captain: S. V. MACKNEss 

Vice-Captain : S. M. CRISCUOLO 

Time/Distance 

20·05 m. 
26 ·46 m. 
31· 12 m.• 
28 ·55 m. 
28·25 m . 

19·09m. 
29·00 m. 
29·80 m.• 
22·40 m. 
26·25 m. 

55·5 sec. 
53·2 sec. 
52· 1 sec.• 
53 ·2 sec. 
52·6 sec. 

This year has been disappointing for the Senior team, which only 
had the opportunity of competing once, in a triangular match against 
Kingston G .S. and Esher School, in which the team came third. 
The lack of matches was due partly to the summer examinations and 
partly to the lack of Sixth Forms in the area willing to compete 
against us. 

Years 12, 13 and 14 all had several matches, the results of which 
were encouraging. They also competed in the District League, but 
at present the final results are not known. The School again took 
part in the Guardian/Royal Exchange English Schools' Cup, but 
although the teams did well, they failed to qualify against very good 
opposition. There have been some very creditable performances 
over the season, notably D. J. Coen, G. Fletcher, R. F. Patton, 
I. W. Plowman and K. P. Taylor. 

The District Schools' Athletic Championships were held again 
at Motspur Park, and the School entered two teams: the U.15 
and U.17 teams. As usual, the competition was of a high standard, 
and Glyn School did well, especially in the Juniors, where Glyn 
finished second out of the thirteen schools competing. There were 
some good performances from I. W. Plowman (who won the Junior 
800 metres trophy) and G. Fletcher. 

Both G. Fletcher and 1. W. Plowman were selected to represent 
the district, and several of the Sixth Form were invited on merit 
and recommendation. 

Thanks are due to the members of staff and the School who 
turned out to officiate at the home matches, to Mr. Beckwith for 
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producing good track and field event facilities at Priest Hill, and to 
Mr. C. E. Green for his hard work and enthusiasm throughout the 
season. 

S. V. MACKNESS, VI i H. 

TEAMS 
UNDER 13 

D. J. W. Arthur, D. ·J. Coen, P. D. Cole, C. J. McDermott, G. A. Morgan, 
E. Morrison, G. A. Moyle, P. A. Peart, A. Pepe. 
UNDER 14 

M. Branch, J. Burgess, S. Criscuolo, M. J. Humphreys, P. E. Humphreys, 
M. Leeson, P. Lumsden, P. Martin, M. B. Munro, J. Pigden, T. W. Plowman, 
K. Stanley, C. Wernham. 
UNDER 15 

G. J. Allen, A. A. Brownjobn, R. Dyson, G. Fletcher, 0. R. Hoare, A. J. 
Lection, P. E. Light, R. A. Lynch, K. M. Mardell, G. Pepe, A. A. Renaldo, 
R. J. Sanders, K. P. Taylor, J. M. Warren, A. Joung. 
UNDER 17 

A. J. Baddeley, A. S. G. Black, L. Brooks, J. M. Cowell, R. S. Davis, J. H. 
Empson, S. B. Fowler, R. J. Goodman, L. I. Nevill, M. H. Norris, N. N. Patel, 
N. F. V. Stamenkovic, I. R. W. Temple, R. E. Walter. 
OVER 17 

S. L. Danciger, G. J. Dick, L. J. R . Etienne, W. W. Hicks, G. P. Holt, S. V, 
Mackness, S. M. Pascal, S. M. Sims, D. E. Williams. 

CROSS-COUNTRY 
Captain: R. JOHNS 

Secretary: M. W. SPEEKS 

The U.13 and U.15 .teams had a very successful season, reaping 
the benefits of their regular training. They finished first and second 
respectively in the league. Also, the U.13 and U.14 teams won their 
respective age groups in the Central Surrey District Junior Boys' 
Championships, and the U.14 team came second in the District 
Boys' Championships. 

The 0. 15 team was less successful, winning only three patches 
throughout the season. 

Notable individual performances included G. J. Fletcher and 
R. Johns, who represented the district in the Surrey Schools' 
Championships, and S. Anthony, P. Lumsden, C. J. McDermott, 
J. Pigden, I. W . Plowman and M. J. Reynolds, who represented 
the district on various occasions. 

Thanks go to Mr. John, Mr. Crooks and Mr. Warner for their 
organisation and encouragement, and to Mr. Wall and Mr. Hill 
for providing refreshments on Saturday mornings. 

TEAMS 
OVER 15 

D. P. Bell, N . S. Goodin, D. Hatcher, R. Johns, R. A. Johnson, L. I. Nevill, 
M. W. Speeks. 
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UNDER 15 
C. M. Alford, S. Anthony, J. S. R. Charlton, S. Clark, N. M. Dawson, S . .I . 

Dugard, G. J. Fletcher, A. J. Goodin, D. R. Jones, J. P. Lee, P. Lumsden, 
A. F. Lyons, A. D. Marsh, K. D. Mumford, J. Pigden, I. W. Plowman, M . .J . 
Reynolds, A. Young. 
UNDER 13 

D. Bastiman, S. Caird, D. J. Coen, T. A. Collison, C. J. Cossins, R. S. Hill , 
J. M. Hyde, M. R. James, C. J. McDermott, E. Morrison, M. A. Pelting, R . 
Phillips, P. J. Stewart. 

INTER-HOUSE CROSS-COUNTRY COMPETITION, 1979-80 
This year's competition took place on Wednesday, 7th N ovem

ber, on Epsom Downs, as usual. However, due to heavy rain 
throughout the day, the School was unable to attend the races, 
which proceeded as quickly as possible. Thanks go to members of 
of staff who helped to organise the event, and especially to the 
overseer, Mr. Norris. 

The results were as follows: 
U.13 race: 1, C. J. McDermott (St.B.); 2, D. J. Coen (C.); 3, T. A. 

Collison (C.). 
U.14 race: 1, I. W. Plowman (T.); 2, S. Antony (St. B.); 3, M. J. 

Reynolds (D.). 
U.15 race: l, G. J. Fletcher (A.); 2, J.P. Lee (D.); 3, A. Young (T.). 
U.16 race: 1, J. M. Cowell (A.); 2, L. f. Nevill (St. B.); 3, D . P. 

Bell (St. B.). 
0.16 race: 1, R. Johns (A.); 2, H.J. Watkins (T.); 3, J.C. Cooper 

(A.). 
The final House positions were as follows: 

l. Abbey 
2. Carew 
3. St. Benet 
4. Derby 
5. Tudor 

TENNIS 
This year, four hundred boys competed in the Inter-House Tennis 

competition, and Years 12, 13 and 14 were also entered as com
petitors in the Mark Cox Tennis Tournament. The overall winner 
in the Inter-House Junior competition was J. Cornish, who also 
reached the quarter-finals in the Mark Cox competition. In the 
Inter-House competition the Years 14, 13 and 12 individual 
champions were A. D. Farrant, J. Watson and A. Pepe respectively. 

In the individual Senior House Knock-out Tournament, the 
winner was P. P. Moran, who beat A. F. Climie in the final. 

Thanks must go to Mr. Dunning and Mr. Dunne for the con
siderable amount of t ime and effort used in organising ~be com
petitions. 

S. L. IRELAND, Vi i C. 
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THE SCHOOL SKIING HOLIDAY AT AXAMER LIZUM 



R. JOHN S, CROSS-COUNTRY CAPTAIN IN ACTION 



1st VI 
Captain : P. P. MORAN 

Secretary: S. L. fRELAND 

The season was in general a disappointing one, but was not due 
to any lack of enthusiasm. However, victories against Beverley 
School and Epsom College were some compensation for our efforts. 

A. F. Climie, R. M. Essex and S. L. Ireland competed in the 
Surrey Tennis Festival, the Tennis Association Festival at Chichester, 
and the L.T.A. Junior Championships at Wimbledon. 

Thanks must go to Mr. Dunning, Mr. Dunne and Mr. Beeken 
for their enthusiasm and encouragement throughout the season. 

U.16 VI 
We had a bad start to the season, losing the first three matches. 

This was because we were not able to sort out positive pairs and a 
lack of aggressive and attacking tennis-a problem that plagued 
us throughhout the season. 

On behalf of the whole team, I would like to thank Mr. Dunning, 
Mr. Dunne and Mr. Proctor for all they have done to help and 
encourage us throughout the season. 

U.14 VI 
The U.14 VI had a very mixed year, losing three out of our six 

matches. However, the team showed enthusiasm and has the 
potential to do better next year. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Dunning and Mr. Dunne for their help, 
advice and encouragement during the season. 

U.13 Vl's 
The season was disappointing for both "A" and "B" teams, 

a lthough it was not due to any lack of effort and enthusiasm from 
the players. Competition was strong, but experience has been 
gained so that we hope for a more successful season next year. 

Thanks go to Mr. Norris for his coaching and advice throughout 
the season. 

1st VI 
U.16 Vl 
U.14 VI 
u.13 "A" vr 
U. 13 "B" VI 

RESULTS 

TEAMS 
1ST VI 

Played Won Lost 
7 2 5 
8 3 5 
6 3 3 
5 I 4 
6 0 6 

L. J. H. Bailey, S. G. Carr, A. F . Climie, P. D. Davies, R. M. Essex, A. D. 
Farrant, S. L. Ireland, P. P. Moran. 
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U.16 VI 
S. G. Carr, J. Cornish, G. D. Cunningham, M. D. V. E rskine, A. D. Farr11111, 

M.A. Harries, S. G. Jennings, R. A. Johnson, I. G. Jones, G. Pepe, A. J . Whitl/ . 
U.J4 VI 

F. A. Chamberlain, D. Farrant, R. E. Francis, K. Mason, N. Peters, M . .I . 
Reynolds, J. Watson, A. Winyard. 
U.13 VI 

N. R. Bramley, G. Fox, S. R. Lawther, R. P. J. Maessen, A. Marino, .I . I'. 
Maynard, J. R. Nicholas, R. N . Patel, A. Pepe, D. K. Stackwood, M. J. Stnrkcr. 

BASKETBALL 
U.19 Team 

Captain : I. J. BROOKS 

Last season the U.19 squad showed some great potentia l, buL 
lacked consistency over whole games. At home we led National Cup 
quarter-finalists Eastfields at half-time, but could not consolidate 
the lead. We lost narrowly to Strodes College in extra time, after 
coming back from 14 points down. However, the team did beat 
Wilsons and Reigate convincingly. 

T. J_ Brooks was selected to play for the South East E ngland 
U.19 team. Notable other performances came from R. E. Walker, 
who ended the season scoring 30 points against Purley ; R. T. Lee, 
J. G. W. Lunn and M. J. Philip. 

I hope that next season the team will show more commitment 
and enthusiasm at both practices and matches, so they get the 
results they are capable of. The team wishes to thank Mr. Norris, 
Mr. Matthews and Mr. Conway for their advice and help throughout 
the season. I hope that next season's captain, R. E. Walker, will be 
supported by the other players in his efforts to make next season a 
more successful one. 

U.16 Team 
Captain: R. E. WALKER 

The U.16 team had a slightly more successful season than last 
year, winning two games in the league, though extra points were 
gained through various opposition cancelling matches. Unfor
tunetely it was a common occurrence last season for cancellation of 
games at the last moment. In the National and Surrey Cups, we 
met Reigate in the first rounds and, sadly, did not show our full 
potential against them, losing 69-46 and 83-46 respectively. There 
was, however, promising play by the whole squad throughout 
the season, with notable performances by R. T. Lee and R. E. 
Walker, supported by D. T. Cairncross, J. M. Warren and D. J. 
Cavender, but the commitment and aggression needed was lacking 
at times. Everyone would like to thank Mr. Norris, Mr. Matthews 
and Mr. Conway for their help and advice in both training and 
matchei:. This season has been an improvement on last year, and 
hopefully we can continue to improve next year. 
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U.15 Team 
Captain: G. P. HODSON 

This was a successful year for the U .15 team, losing only five 
matches, twice to Riddlesdown and three times to a strong Eastfields 
team. The team reached the semi-finals of the Surrey Cup, as last 
year, but lost to Eastfields. Top scorers were R. T. Lee and J . M . 
Warren. D. J. Cavander, G. P. Hodson, C. J . Mitas, K. P. Taylor 
and J. M. Warren have been selected to play for Surrey Schools. 
Because of injury, G . P. Hodson and C. J. Mitas have not really 
progressed this year with the School or County. The team wishes to 
thank Mr. Norris for coaching and Mr. Matthews for arranging 
fixtures. 

U.14 Team 
Captain: C. J . GOSNEY 

The U.14 squad had a disappointing season, losing all but one 
of their matches in the league. They reached the second round of 
the Region 4 knockout competition, but lost to Carshalton. The 
season ended on a high note with a 63 points-52 points victory 
against Riddlesdown. 

C. J. Gosney was top scorer, closely followed by A. P. Mugford. 
The team would like to thank Mr. Norris for his coaching and 
Mr. Matthews for arranging fixtures. 

Results: Played 9, won 1, lost 8. 

TEAMS 
UNDER 19 

J. J. Brooks, D. T. Cairncross, D. J. Cavender, R. S. Davis, R. J. Goodman, 
S. L. Ireland, R. T. Lee, J. G. W. Lunn, M. J. Philip, R . Sheton, K. P. Taylor, 
R. E. Walker. 
UNDER 16 

A. A. Brownjohn, D. T. Cairncross, D. J. Cavender, R. S. Davis, R . J. Good
man, C. J. Gosney, S. R. Gowar, G. C. Greensmith, C.R. Hoare, G. P. Hodson, 
R. T. Lee, C. Mitas, R. J. Sanders, K. P. Taylor, R. E. Walker, J. M. Warren. 
UNDER 15 

A. A. Brownjohn, D. J. Cavender, G. P. Farley, C. J. Gosney, G. C. Green
srnith, C. R. Hoare, G. P. Hodson, M. J. Humphreys, P. E. Humphreys, R. T. 
Lee, C. J. Mitas, A. P. Mugford, R. J. Sanders, K. P. Taylor, J. M. Warren. 
UNDER 14 

V. Adams, S. R. Atkins, S. A. Boakes, G. P. Farley, R. E. Francis, C. J. 
Gosney, B. C. Hickman, M. J. Humphreys, P. E. Humphreys, G. J. A. Hunt, 
M. D. Leeson, M. J. Milas, A. P. Mugford, M. B. Munroe, S. R. Nebbett, I. W. 
Plowman, K. P. Roderick-Jones, K. J. Stanley. 

Captain: R. P. NYE 

Secretary: J. D. BoRRILL 

CHESS 

The season began well with the arrival of Mr. Proctor from 
Greenshaw School, who drove the minibus throughout the season. 
After last year's victory, Glyn School's fourth place in the Russell 
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Trophy was disappointing. In The Sunday Times competition, bolh 
the first and second teams reached their zonal finals, but were then 
unfortunately eliminated. 

This was not to be the season's trend, however: the first team 
won their division of the Briant Poulter League, and narrowly 
came second in the London League. 

The second team also won their division of the Briant Poulter 
League, and the third team did well to come second in their division 
Both the U.13 and U. 14 teams played well throughout the season, 
and showed promise for the future. 

Again, Glyn School provided a substantial number of County 
players. This year, there were twelve Glyn School boys in the 
40-board U.18 team. J. E . Mitchell and R. P. Nye played on the 
top ten boards for the U.18's, and P.R. Loosley for the U.14's. 

In the Surrey Junior Chess Congress, held at Glyn Scl10ol, com
mendable performances were given by M. R . Green, fourth equal 
in the U.15's, and P. R. Loosley and M. P. Robinson, third equal 
and fifth equal respectively in the U.13's. 

In the Surrey Congress at Sutton, Glyn School had some fine 
results: M. P. Robinson came first in the novices, and 1. J. Chari
wood second, and Mr. Proctor first in the main section. 

Many thanks to Mr. Dunne and Mr. Proctor for their help, 
encouragement and enthusiasm during the season, and to Mrs. 
Mitchell for making teas for home matches of up to fifty boys. 

TEAMS 
1ST TEAM 

J. D. BoRRILL, VI i. 

J. D. Borrill, N. Goldsmith, C. N. Jarman, J. E. Mitchell, R . P. Nye, R. J. 
Sherry, J. M. Spurin, G. P. Stmre7. 

2ND TEAM 

S. J. Cackett, L. J. Charlwood, K. M. Mardell, M. R. Nott, G. P. Suarez, 
P. S. J. Thomas. 

3RD TEAM 

R. Allen, R. Dyson, P. Kerswill, A. Lee, P. R. Loosley, C. McHale, D. Mudge, 
J. Pigden, G. Tollick, J. A. Weeks, N. S. Wyatt. 

4TH TEAM 

P. Kerswill, A. Lee, P. R. Loosley, C. McHale, D. Mudge, J. Pigclen, S. N . 
Robinson, G . Tollick, A. J. Varney. 

RESULTS 

BRIANT POULTER L EAGUE 
v. Trinity, Croydon 
v. Wilson G.S. 
v. Kingston G.S. .. . 
v. Emanuel School 
v. Whitgift, Croydon 
v. Coloma Convent 

Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 

4 -2 
4-H+ 
5 -1 
5 -1 
4 -2 
51- -l 
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LONDON LEAGUE 
v. John Fisher School 
v. Trinity, Croydon 
"· Coloma Convent 
v. Purley H.S. 
v. Whitgift, Croydon 
v. Kingston G.S. . .. 

SUNDAY TIMES TOURNAMENT 
v. Alleyn's School 
v. Sidcup G.S. 
v. St. Olaf's G.S. . .. 

SWIMMING 
Captain: I. J. NEWCASTLE 

Won 5 -1 
Lost 2 -4 
Won 4 -2 
Won 4 -2 
Won 4 -2 
Won 5 -1 

Won 5½- 1-
Won 5 -1 
Lost 1 -5 

Unfortunately, the swimming team of the School has been less 
active than usual, mainly because dates for our annual gala with 
Sutton Manor School could not be mutually agreed, either because 
of exams or other functions. Despite this fact, the School was 
tepresented at both the Central Surrey Schools Swimming Associa
rion trials at Epsom College and the Surrey Schools team relay 
trials. 

S. C. James, of Year 12, brought great recognition to the School 
by qualifying for the Surrey team in all events and gave encourage
ment to the other members of our team. Our other swimmers put 
in a great deal of effort, but failed to qualify. 

In the relay team, at the modern Putney Baths, all the teams' 
swimming was of a high standard. Alas, the Glyn teams were at a 
disadvantage because all the other schools taking part have their 
own swimming pools·, which gives them better practice facilities. 
Even so, the Senior team swam especially well in their finals. 

The teams would like to thank for their support and encourage
ment Mr. Whiteley, Mr. Norris, Mr. C. Green and Mr. A. B. Green. 

I. J. NEWCASTLE, VI i c. 
TEAMS 

SENIOR TEAM 

D. Bell, D. R. Betts, S. L. Ireland, P. S. Kavanagh, I. J. Newcastle, P. N. 
Silburn, A. M. Smith, P. K. Snelson, R. Shelton. 
INTERMEDIATE TEAM 

N. Beattie, S. J. Dugard, A. P. Haddon, J. Helyer, N. D. Hutchinson, R. T. Lee, 
D. P. Mitchell, R. D. Radford, K. P. Roderick-Jones. 
JUNIOR T EAM 

S. Caird, P. M. Christophi, G . Fox, N. J. Haddon, S. C. James. 

THE SWIMMING GALA 1980 
The heats and finals of the House Swimming Gala were held, as 

usual, at Epsom Baths on the 2nd and 10th July respectively, and 
both were attended by the whole School. The occasion was dom-
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inated by St. Benet, who won a ll five individual championships 
and both Junior and Senior sections of the competition. 

During the proceedings, four individual records were broken: 
three by S. C. James of Year 12 by substantial margins, and the 
other by D. P. Mitchell of Year 13. Both boys gained maximum 
points. 

Derby House, new to the competition, also have some good 
swimmers, which will stand them in good stead for the competition 
in a few years. 

Mr. Wall once again kindly presented the trophies to the individual 
champions, who were: 

Year 12 
Year 13 
Year 14 
Year 15 
Over 16 

S. C. James (St. Benet) 
D. P. Mitchell (St. Benet) 
R. T. Lee (St. Benet) 
D. Bell (St. Benet) 
I. J. Newcastle (St. Benet) 

18 points 
18 points 
18 points 
17 points 
17 points 

Thanks are due to all competitors in the heats and finals, and a ll 
masters and boys who helped to organise the Gala, particularly 
Mr. Whiteley and Mr. Norris. 

l. J. NEWCASTLE, VT i C. 

SWIMMING GALA RESULTS 
First Second Third Tinw 

Freestyle 
Year 12 S. C. James (B) G. D. Lancefield (D) P. M. Christophi (C) 17.3 sec.• 
Year 13 D. P. Mitchell (B) R . E. Francis (T) M. A. Bullie (A) 18·0 sec.• 

tYcar 14 R. T. Lee (B) R. D . R adford (T) S. J. Dugard (T) 17·5 sec. 
Year 15 R. A. Johnson (A) D . Bell (B) A. K. Hull (B) 46·3 sec. 

0.1 6 I. J. Newcastle (D) { R. Shelton (B) 39·5 sec. 
P. K. Snelson (T) 

Breast Stroke 
Year 12 N. J. Haddon (B) R. F. Patton (T) M. A. Bruce (A) 29·5 sec. 
Year 13 D. P. Mitchell (B) J, Helyer (B) A. P. Mouncer (C) 24·5sec. 

tYear 14 R. T. Lee (b) M. A. Harries (T) G . D. Lancefield (D) 24·3 sec. 
Year 15 D. Bell (B) D. J, W. Bailey (B) N . W.R. Wynne(A) 59· I sec. 
0.16 P. S. Kavanagh (B) D. R. Betts (A) S. L. I rcland (C) 53·3sec. 

Back Stroke 
Year 12 S. C. James (B) D. J. Coen (C) M.A. Bruce (A) 20 ·7 sec.• 
Year 13 N . D , Hutchison (D) P. Lumsden (C) M.A. Buttle (A) 23·3 sec. 

tYear 14 S. A. Clark (D) S. J. Dugard (T) R. D. Radford (T) 21 ·2scc. 
Year 15 M. D . Fa rley (C) M. A. Stevenson (C) R. A. Johnson (A) 52·4 sec. 
0.16 1. J. Newcastle (B) R. Shelton (B) P. S. Kavanagh (B) 49·2 sec. 

Butterfly 
Year 12 S. C. James (D) G. D. Lanccfield (D) P. M. Christophi (C) 19·8 sec. 
Year 13 D. P. Mitchell (8) N. D. Hutchison (D) G. C. McFarlane (A) 23 ·2 sec.* 

tYear 14 R. T. Lee (B) R. D. R adford (T) S. A. C lark (D) 19·6 sec. 
Year 15 D. Bell (B) M. A. Stevenson (C) R. A. Johnson (A) 25 ·8 sec. 

0.16 R. Shelton (B) {J. K. Newcastle (B) 21 ·8 sec. 
P. K. Shelton (T) 

Relc,y Medley 
Year 12 St. Benet Carew Abbey I min. 45·2 
Year 13 St. Benet Carew Abbey I min.41 · 2 

tYear 14 Tudor Abbey St. Benet 1 min.28·2 

Year 15 {St. Benet Carew 1 min. 40·6 
Abbey 

0 . 16 St. Benet Abbey Carew I min. 30 ·2 
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First 
Relay Freestyle 

Year 12 St. Denet 
Year I 3 Abbey 

t Year 14 Tudor 
Year 15 St. Benet 
0.1 6 A bbey 

Secom! 

Abbey 
St. Benet 
Derby 
Carew 
Tudor 

PLACING 

1st St. Benet 
2nd = Abbcy 
2nd= T udor 
4th Carew 
Sth Derby 

Third 

D erby 
Tudor 
Abbey 
Abbey 
Carew 

• New School Record "t New Event 

GOLF 

Time 

l m in. 31 ·9 
l min . 28 ·1 
I min.16·9 
I min. 26 ·0 
I min. 24· 1 

Unfortunately, Glyn School played few matches this year, but 
in those in which Glyn School did participate, the School did well. 

In the Aer Lingus Golf Competition, Glyn School came third 
with a total score of 261 points-the winning team was St. George's 
School with 255 points. 

During the Summer Term the London Schools' competition 
was held at Fullwell Golf Club, and Glyn School did well to come 
seventh out of a field of about forty teams, with a total score of 
165 points. 

On account of their performances in the Surrey Schools' com
petition, where Glyn School came second behind Halliford School, 
both C. J. Cornish and J. D . Cornish were asked to play for the 
Surrey County Team in a match against Berkshire. The result of 
the encounter was that Surrey was beaten 12½ points to 5½ points. 

The team would like to thank Mr. Norris and Mr. Phair for all 
they have done throughout the year by the way of encouragement 
and transport. 

The team was as follows: C. J. Cornish, J. D. Cornish, R. J. 
Goodman. 

J . D. CORNISH, IV St. B. 

FENCING CLUB 
Chairman: MR. DOUGAL 

Coach : MR. W. JONES 

Captain: G. R. WIGNALL 

This year has been a very good year for fencing, with increased 
interest throughout the Club. It could not exist without the coach, 
Mr. W. Jones, who has also assisted us in match arrangements, 
or Mr. Dougall, whose determined efforts to stem the early drop-out 
rate from Year 12 have largely succeeded. He also puts a great deal 
of time into arranging our external matches, which have increased 
this year. 
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Our rather mixed results are largely due to the fact that we mostly 
play independent schools, some of them boarding, who have much 
longer practice sessions than we can manage, but I think there are 
definite signs of improvement for the year to come. 

A. R. Christian, M. J. Christian, R. E. Francis, D. P. Hrouda, 
S. M. Leitch, S. J. McMurtrie, R. G. Pleece, J. P. Symonds, G. R. 
Wignall and S. M. Wright have all played in the School team during 
the year. 

G. R . WIGNALL, Vi i 0. 

THE BRIDGE CLUB 
This season has been one of the most successful seasons that the 

Glyn Bridge Club has ever had. In the London Schools League, 
both the "A" and "B" teams qualified for the knockout rounds by 
winning all five of their league matches. The " B" team was defeated 
in the quarter-finals by a very strong Haberdasher's " A" team. 
The "A" team advanced to the semi-finals, where they were defeated 
by a strong St. Paul's "A" team. The Club's performance in the 
Surrey Schools Cup was rather disappointing. Only the "A" team 
qualified for the finals, but they did not do as well as was hoped. 
Because of the "A" teams' continued success they were awarded 
School Colours. 

There has been an improvement in the teams' play, although a 
lot of reading must still be done. The Club is always ready to welcome 
new players who wish to learn how to play Bridge. 

The following players represented the School during the season: 
H. J. Bailey, J. D. Borrill, K . R. Dessoy, N. A. R. Dunning, S. M. 
Pascal, D. B. Pell, R. J. Sherry, T. J. Stevenson. 

H. J. BAILEY 
(Secretary of Glyn Bridge Club). 

THE SAILING GROUP 
President: MR. COLEMAN 

The Sailing Group has had another busy year, entering three 
inland and one tidal regattas-at Littleton, Papercourt, and Hayling 
Island-all organised by the Surrey Schools' Sailing Association, 
and continued weekly sailing at T.Y.M. at Ham. 

In the Papercourt Regatta, G. R. Peters and M. J. Holmes came 
first, and on another occasion, won the Littleton Trophy. When 
all the regattas had been considered, G. R. Peters was third overall 
out of over a hundred Surry schools' helmsmen. 

At Hayling Island in July, four boats were entered and there 
were creditable performances from teams with no previous tidal 
experience. G. R. Peters and P. J. Williams came fifth overall, and 
N. J, Wyatt and T. M. Lewis finished first in two of their three 
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races, while J. D. Borrill and T. B. Lloyd were second in the Enter
prise Class race. 

The group is looking forward to replacing its old and leaking 
Enterprise with one provided by the P.S.A. 

We wish to thank Mr. Coleman for his continuing support and 
enthusiasm, for organising the group, and for driving and towing the 
boats everywhere. Thanks also go to Mrs. Coleman for all her help 
at Hayling Island this year. 

J. D. BORRILL, VI i D. 
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THE SENIOR DEBATING SOCIETY 
President : MR. MORGAN 

Chairman: S. L. DANClGER 

The Society suffered this year from lack of support in the Upper 
Sixth and from a number of House competitions and School matches 
interfering with the planning of meetings. These setbacks, however, 
did not prevent an eager Lower Sixth committee from arranging 
some very successful debates in conjunction with Rosebery School. 
The speakers from Glyn School were invariably of the better 
quality, with notable debut speeches from C. K. Hyde on the 
motion, "This House believes that the age of consent should be 
lowered", and from I. M. Foulsham on the ever-controversial 
subject, " This House believes that television does more harm than 
good". A lively raft debate was also held at Glyn School, with 
C. M. Marsh defeating strong opposition. Participation from the 
floor was varied: the "age of consent" debate producing much 
heated argument. 

Praise also must go to the gallant efforts of the Glyn team in the 
annual Ewell Rotary Club Public Speaking competition. G. P. 
Suarez, S. L. Danciger and C. M. Marsh put forward the proposal 
that "Britain still deserves the epithet 'Great' ", a performance 
which was judged second to a histrionic team from Epsom High 
School, with G . P. Suarez deservedly taking the award for the best 
chairman of the compet ition. Experience gained this year should 
serve the team in good stead for next year, when they intend to 
reverse the top placings and bring the team trophy back to Glyn 
School. 

The committee of the Debating Society should also benefit from 
the experience gained this year, and look forward to renewed support 
from the Senior School for an activity that combines entertainment 
with intellectual dexterity. 

Many thanks go to Mr. Morgan for his support and guidance, 
and also to the committee of the Debating Society at Rosebery 
School for their part in the organisation of the debates. The Society 
meets in the Autumn and Spring Terms, and a ll Fifth and Sixth 
Formers are welcome. 

S. L. DANCIGER, VI i A. 
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THE SENIOR SCIENCE SOCIETY 
President: MR. CLARK 
Chairman: J. G. J. TALLON 
Secretary: H.J. BAILEY 

Microprocessor Year 
The above theme dominated the Society's activities throughout 

the year. Partly prompted by such thought-provoking T.V. pro
grammes as "The Right to Work" and "The Mighty Micro", the 
Society's presentation took on the form of a Symposium subdivided 
into three aspects: 

(1) Manufacturing and theoretical principles. 
(2) Applications. 
(3) Sociological implications. 

(1) Manufacturing and Theoretical Principles 
Dr. B. M. Jones, of Philips' Research Laboratories, opened the 

Symposium with an illustrated lecture entitled "Flexible Automation 
and Robotics" on the 10th December, 1979. Dr. J. Morse, of British 
Petroleum, was also present for the purpose of co-ordinating the 
subject matter with both his subsequent address and follow-up 
visit to the B.P. Research Centre. Also present were representatives 
of Rosebery School, the Headmaster, Mr. Dunning, Mr. Coleman 
and Mrs. Riddlestone. The development of sensors and sensorily 
controlled machines up to the inclusion of microprocessing devices 
was surveyed. The company's work in this field was aptly illustrated 
by its 1978 film of the Pick and Place .Machine. 

On the 18th December, 1979, assisted by Mr. Dunning and 
Mr. Coleman, a party of thirty were welcomed by Mr. B. A. Trivett 
(Training Officer) on a one-day visit to Plessey Microsystems Ltd. 
at Towcester. The company's innovations ranged from an electricity 
meter reader's machine providing direct print-out bills, to its recent 
charge coupled memory devices intended for military applications 
such as signal processing. Manufacturing techniques were revealed 
(see the annexed photograph) from the drawing-board stage to that 
of the final chip. 

(2) Applications 
On the 11th February, 1980, Dr. J. Morse, of British Petroleum, 

addressed the Society on the subject of "Microprocessors in the 
Chemical Industry". He also outlined the role of various computers 
available for such diverse functions as data processing and con
trolling flow rates in pipe lines. 

Mr. T. O'Brien, of the same company, arranged the subsequent 
follow-up visit to the B.P. Research Centre at Sunbury-on-Thames 
on the 15th February, 1980. Here it was outlined how three chemical 
engineering problems had been solved with the aid of microprocessors. 
The visit terminated with the company's international film, which 
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highlighted the evils of energy wastage in a world of diminishing 
resources. 

On the 2nd April, 1980, following an invitation from Cdr. Burch, a 
party visited the laboratories of the Printing Industries' Research 
Association (P.I.R.A.) at Leatherhead to learn something of the 
role of microprocessors in the field of printing. The tour included a 
demonstration of the use of microprocessors for word processing; 
the sociological significance of this function was predictably taken 
up by subsequent speakers in the third and final phase. The visit 
also included demonstrations of routine quality testing and the 
development of paper recycling processes. 

On the 9th July, 1980, members visited the Kensington Computer 
Centre of the Post Office. In addition to an introductory demon
stration on the use of computers in data processing, their use in 
processing, printing and dispatching telephone bills was seen in 
operation. Over tea at the end of the tour, it once again became 
eminently clear that many opportunities are on offer for those 
prepared to train as computer engineers. Finally, the Society 
records its unique rail return journey on one of the two daily trains 
scheduled to convey the Post Office staff via the West London 
link direct from Kensington Olympia to Clapham Junction
time, nine minutes! 

(3) Sociological Implications 
On the 12th May, 1980, Mr. E. J. Randall, from the Department 

of Social Science, Goldsmith's College, University of London, 
introduced the third and final theme. He saw the microprocessor 
as having precipitated a second industrial revolution, but was less 
doubtful than are others of the ability of the community to adjust 
itself to the new technology ; mutual trust between management 
and unions was an essential condition for success in the new revolu
tion. He also unashamedly declared his Liberal inclinations and 
emphasised our obligation to invite the third world as equal partners 
in the spoils of the new technology. The impact of Mr. Randall's 
address was clear in the many questions that followed: what would 
happen to the extra profits from the microprocessor revolution 
and what would be the destiny of the redundant labour forces? 
Such questions extended well beyond closing time! 

Finally, on the 19th May, 1980, Mr. Ken Jones, Director of 
Research for the Municipal Workers' Union, addressed the Society. 
In sharp contrast with Mr. Randall, Mr. Jones saw little hope for 
the future and predicted unemployment levels considerably in excess 
of those advanced officially. He conceded that the acceptance of the 
new technology is essential in order to arrest the march that our 
foreign competitors have stolen over us in this field. Reminded of 
the Society's visit to Plessey Microsystems Ltd., one questioner 
sought his views on the union's reluctance to permit the issue of 
direct print-out bills from machines handled by meter readers; 
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and yet export orders for such machines are steadily mounting. 
Following the visit to P.J.R.O., it was also asked why the printers' 
union should deny the community the benefits that would follow 
the exploitation of the word processor; was not The Times dispute 
both unnecessary and ill-conceived? The Society expresses its 
gratitude for the way in which Mr. Jones responded from his position 
in the hot seat. 

In conclusion, perhaps the microprocessor theme has left one 
clear message; we must all see ourselves as part of one community. 
This must surely mean the total surrender of divided loyalties and, 
presumably, this readjustment must commence in school itself. 

The Society expresses its thanks to all those representatives named 
above from the various industries and to their associates for having 
provided the lectures and visits. It likewise thanks the Headmaster 
for his interest in this venture and for having consented to the visits 
despite the inevitable tightness of the School's schedule. It also 
records its appreciation of the assistance and interest shown by the 
various named members of the staff and of the Chairman, Secretary 
and committee members for their work. 

Next year's newly elected committee comprises A. A. Henderson 
(Chairman), T. M. Lewis (Secretary), S. Pascal and J. M. Sayer 
(Second Year Sixth representatives); L. J. Greaves, A. Hartley and 
D. Bailey (First Year Sixth representatives); and M. Hall, J.P. Lee, 
A. D. Marsh and S. W. Miles (Fifth Year representatives). 

I.D.C. 

. COMPUTER CLUB 
At the beginning of the School year, the Computer Club moved 

to its new premises, Room C.21 in the new Mathematics Block. 
This room, especially designed for computing, contains work
tables, space for ten students at one time, and computing equipment. 

Equipment now available to the Club consisted of a Decwriter 
printer/terminal, two LC.L. hand-punches, and a growing library 
of books and manuals. Much use has been made of the terminal, 
which is linked by telephone-line to the C.D.C. computer system at 
Imperial College, London. A rota system has been introduced which 
permits fair time-sharing for members who wish to use the terminal 
at lunch-times. Availability of computer time has also increased 
to include private-study periods for Sixth Formers. Inevitably, use 
of the terminal is limited by telephone costs and one of the future 
aims of the Club is to obtain its own microcomputer, which would 
almost eliminate such expenses . 

Members of the Club have participated in two open days at 
Imperial College, London, this year. Such occasions are always 
enjoyable, for they provide extensive use of card-readers, line
printers, and V.D.U. graphics displays, plus an insight into the 
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management of computers, which cannot be fully appreciated 
within the class-room situation. 

For the first time, Year 12 members have been introduced to 
the Club this year, and consequently the membership has grown, 
and there is now a core of thirty or more regular members. Con
tinued use has been made of the courier service that Mrs. Riddlestone 
provides once a week for punched-card programs to Imperial 
College. This system has the advantage that the programs can be 
run quickly in batches or filed for later terminal use. 

At the beginning of the Summer Term the Club gratefully accepted 
the temporary loan of a P.D.P. microcomputer from a parent, 
Mr. W. Maynard. This requires no telephone link and hence, free 
from financial considerations, terminal time has been doubled, and 
members have been able to extend their computing activities to 
break-times and after school. Needless to say, the library of games 
programs, which has been stored on the P.D.P., were put to good 
use! As a result of the growing interest from members of staff, 
courses have been held for them after school, during which ex
perienced Club members have suprevised and advised them. 

We would like to thank the Headmaster for allowing us to use 
the computer room and equipment. Thanks also go to Imperial 
College for the facilities they provide, and to NESCOT, who con
tinue to run their workshop courses, in which nearly thirty VI i 
members have participated this year. Club members also wish to 
thank Mrs. Riddlestone and Mr. Proctor for their continued support 
and supervision, and Dr. Norris, a parent, who has lent the School a 
card-punch. 

THE CHRISTIAN UNION 
President: MR. DOUGAL 

Chairman: A. C. LEA 

J. P. WHITEHEAD, VI i D. 

During the year, the Christian Union has grown rapidly with 
prayer meetings being held every break-time, and on Tuesdays and 
Fridays there have been discussions on religious issues and Bible 
Studies. The meetings on Thursdays were often attended by pupils 
from other local schools. At these meetings, we were pleased to 
have several guest speakers, including Dr. Graves and Dr. Roland. 

We would like to thank all those who have helped with the 
refreshments and with the arrangement of meetings. 

Finally, we invite all those who have ever wondered about the 
important questions of life to come to our meetings. 

A. V. LEA, VI ii C. 
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SOCIAL SERVICES GROUP 
Members of the Sixth Form have continued their weekly visits 

to Long Grove and West Park Hospitals. These visits are made 
after school on Wednesdays and Fridays. They run bingo sessions 
and play various games in the wards visited, and they are much 
appreciated. I hope that members of the new Lower Sixth will 
volunteer in the autumn. Many thanks to this year's loyal band of 
visitors. 

The support for the Christmas present appeal was very good, and 
over 150 presents were distributed to the patients in the wards 
that are visited each week. 

In the spring, Mr. Diamond again took along a group of musicians 
to entertain members of the "Tuesday Club". The Club is for people 
with psychiatric problems living in the Epsom area. 

Gardening has taken place in the Summer Term, in spite of the 
weather. We have been looking after six gardens. This service is 
always welcome by elderly people who have no one to help them. 
We shall need new supporters in the next Spring Term. 

Thank you to everyone who has helped. 
R.M.A. 

THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 
We started off well this year with a very successful "Venus Project", 

completed with the use of a 4½ inch reflector, kindly lent to us by 
Mr. Shaw-Taylor. I would like to take this opportunity of thanking 
him. 

" Jupiter Project" was less successful, but will be succeeded in 
September by "Jupiter Project II". Links with the Computer Club 
and Physics Department have proved invaluable, and I would like 
to thank all the staff involved. 

We hope to open a Senior branch of the Society in the near 
future, and links with the Ewell Astronomical Society are being 
arranged. 

S. J. STANGROOM, III P. 

MUSIC 
Inter-House Music Competition 1979 

This year's Jnter-House Music Competition produced, as usual, 
some fine individual and group performances, along with a great 
many not so harmonious items. However, the competition not only 
gives opportunity to young players to gain experience of playing in a 
competitive situation, but also does a great deal to encourage the 
musical life of the School. 
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The Junior section of the competition was won by J. C. Adams, of 
Abbey House, and the Senior section by I. G. Towson-as good as 
ever-of Tudor House. The overall positions were as follows: 

1 st St. Benet 
2nd Abbey 
3rd Tudor 
4th Carew 
5th Tudor 

On behalf of all the competitors, I would like to thank Mr. 
Diamond for his hard work in organising the competition, and for 
his patient judgement of the entrants. 

N . W. SrEEKS, Vl i H. 

Spring Concert 
This year's Spring Concert, held in the School Hall on Tuesday, 

May 20th, was by general consent the liveliest concert heard at 
Glyn School for at least three years. The main ingredient of its 
success was a well-balanced programme, with not only varied 
items from the orchestra and the customary solo contributions, but 
also a work for baritone and choir-the first time that such a fusion 
has been achieved. Once again attendance was very poor, but the 
small audience received the performances with well-justified 
enthusiasm. 

The orchestra provided four items: two of substantial weight. 
These were the first movement from Haydn's "London" Symphony 
(No. 104) and the rarely beard Serenade by William Mathias. 
Although deprived last year of some distinguished members, the 
orchestra sounded impressive with an unusually firm string section 
-as the Haydn movement illustrated- and some expressive soloists 
amongst the woodwind and brass, who were certainly occupied in 
the Serenade. Loeillete's Russian Folk-Songs, charming in their 
simplicity, were also well recei,:ed; and an arrangement of Beetho
ven's Ode to Joy provided a brash but exciting conclusion to the 
proceedings. 

These works endorsed the solo performances. J. C. Adams 
performed his own Rhapsody for Piano, which demonstrated bis 
breathtaking virtuosity, whilst itself being excessively noisy and 
themeless: his promising style will no doubt be modified in future! 
Then two first-class school musicians, I. G. Towson playing the 
double bass and J. Mears the trombone, demonstrated their skills 
in contemporary pieces, and a small instrumental ensemble played 
arrangements of five Grieg miniatures. An insertion was the appear
ance of the "School Barbershop Quartet" after their popular 
reception last year. After the interval, Raouf Zaidan, from the Royal 
College of Music, was the baritone soloist in Stanford's "Songs of 
the Sea", accompanied by the choir and by Mr. Proctor on the 
piano. Mr. Zaidan had excellent tone quality, but showed little 
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concern for expression. Nonetheless, this was a rousing contrast 
to the orchestral and instrumental items. 

Once again, thanks are due to Mr. Diamond for his direction, 
to members of staff and friends of the School who augmented the 
orchestra, and to the ladies who provided refreshments in the 
interval. 

D. M. NICE, VI ii B. 

Christmas Carol Services 1979 
The two traditional Christmas Carol Services were held this year 

as usual at Ewell Parish Church (St. Mary the Virgin) on 19th and 
20th December, the latter being the Evening Service for the parents. 
Both Services were well attended and full of the Christmas spirit. 
Apart from well-known carols and hymns, two compositions were 
sung by the choir, which were composed and arranged by members 
of the School. They were J. M. McCarthy's "Sussex Mummers 
Carol" and Mr. A. H. Diamond's " See amid the winter's snow". 

All thanks go to the School's Musical Director, Mr. A. H. 
Diamond, for "coaching" his choir, and to M. B. Dancer (who 
is at the moment at the University of Durham with an organ scholar
ship) for accompanying the choir. 

S. ALLDRIDGE, VI i H. 

DUKE OF EDINBURGH A WARD SCHEME 
There are currently just over one hundred boys participating in 

the scheme at the School. About fifty of these have enrolled this 
year from the present Year 13. We have been very pleased during 
this year to have seen three boys from Year 14-S. Stanley, S. A. 
Robson and T. R. Snell-each receive their Bronze Awards, and 
we look forward to being able to present many more in the very 
near future. The participants are currently involved in a wide range 
of activities and pursuits, and I am indebted to the many members 
of staff and parents who have made the choice of activities so wide 
and variable by their continual assistance and efforts in training and 
assessment. 

THE SENIOR BIOLOGY SOCIETY 
President: MR. MATTHEWS 

Secretary: P. M . GREAVES 

A.B.W. 

The Senior Biology Society was revived by a group of pupils 
from the Lower Sixth after a lapse of three years. Several interesting 
lectures were arranged, including one on marine pollution by 
Mr. R. Kitchen. Visits were also conducted to London Zoo for 
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two lectures on feeding mechanisms and conservation, and also to 
Kew Gardens. 

We hope to expand the Society's activities in the coming year, 
and we will welcome any newcomers from the Fifth and Sixth years. 

THE WARGAMES SOCIETY 
President: MR. MORGAN 

Treasurer: G. N. CooK 
Secretary: A. R. THORNTON 

M. J. CHRISTIAN, VI i C. 

The Wargames Society has enjoyed a fairly successful year, with 
many Junior members of the School taking part. Many different 
activities have taken place and plans are afoot to extend the Society's 
facilities. 

Thanks are due to Mr. Morgan and Mr. Matthews for their 
supervision at various meetings that have been held. 

G. N. CooK, VI i D. 

THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING CLUB 
The School became affiliated to the Royal Life Saving Society 

earlier this year. Since then, the teaching of life saving to the younger 
boys has started, together with guidance and advice for those wishing 
to take higher life saving awards. 

Next term, it is thought that life saving training will be incor
porated into the current activities of the Duke of Edinburgh Award 
Scheme. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Norris for his encouragement and enthusiasm 
throughout the year. 

THE WEIGHT LIFTING CLUB 

M. J. CHRISTIAN, Vii C. 
G. R. WIGNALL, VI i D. 

This has been a very successful year for the School Weight 
Lifting and Weight Training Club. The School has staged two 
important weight lifting competitions, including the South East 
Counties Schools' Championships. Members of the School have been 
involved in two television programmes, and a large number of boys 
are members of the British Amateur Weight Lifting Association. 
Regular training sessions are planned for next year. 

J.G.S. 
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THE ORWELL SOCIETY 
President: MR. PENNY 

Founders: A. L. DICKENSON, M. W. SPEEKS, G. P. SUAREZ 

The Society was founded in January in response to the need for 
more discussion amongst Sixth Formers. The idea was to provide 
a more relaxed atmosphere than formal debating allows. By popular 
demand, the main area of discussion was usually politics, resulting 
in interesting conflicts between representatives of the new Right 
and the orthodox Socialists. 

In our first meeting, we spent a full two hours failing to establish 
an acceptable definition of "the State". In subsequent meetings, 
discussion was equally vociferous and equally inconclusive (but 
then, we all agree that politics is as much about rhetoric as achieve
ment). We earnestly hope that this forum for discussion will be kept 
alive by future members of the School. 

RE:FEREES' SOCIETY 
Secretary: R. J. TAYLOR 

A. L. DICKENSON, VI ii B. 

This season the School once again provided a training course for 
boys wishing to become referees. Unfortunately, the course was 
fraught with problems with the result that no-one took the referees' 
exam. Next season, however, I hope that the course will become 
successful and that more people will be able to take the exam and 
pass. 

As in past years, the School has continued to provide a high 
standard of referees for our fixtures against other teams and, 
although a large number of people have officiated, I would par
ticularly like to thank Mr. Want and Mr. Edmonton for their 
efforts throughout the season. I would also like to thank Mr. Norris, 
both for actually refereeing and for the assistance he has given me 
in obtaining referees. 

R. J. TAYLOR, VI ii S. 

THE SCHOOL SKIING HOLIDAYS 1980 
The skiing holiday has been going now for fourteen years and, 

due to the popularity of the holiday, it has been necessary to split 
it into two separate one-week holidays-one over the Christmas 
break and the olher in February. 

Those of us who had never worn skis before, which consisted 
of the vast majority of us, gained valuable experience on the dry 
slopes of Sandown racecourse, and after four lessons we were 
ready to take to the snowy heights of Zell am Ziller. 
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In previous years, the party boarded the coach at the top of the 
Kingsway in the small hours of the morning, but this time we were 
not needed until noon. When we had loaded the coach, including 
Mr. MacLeod's car, we set off for Luton Airport. Hours later, we 
landed at Munich Airport and from there took a coach to our hotel 
via the German-Austrian border, arriving at about two o'clock in 
the morning, and provided with a hot meal. 

The following day we travelled into the village in order to receive 
the necessary equipment, and that afternoon we began our lessons. 
We were split up into two groups, novices and those with previous 
mountain experience. The latter group consisted of only three boys 
and went off to revive dormant skills, while we went through the 
process of getting used to skiing on snow rather than the dry slopes. 
It was not long before both groups left the shallow runs of the 
nursery slopes and went on to the more trying runs of the Gerrostein 
Mountain. 

When we had exhausted that mountain, we went on to the slightly 
harder mountain of Krieglossbahn. From the heights of Kriegloss
bahn the panoramic view was breathtaking, the River Ziller snaking 
its way through the clusters of mountain villages sprinkled along 
the length of the valley. 

Our spare time was spent collecting money from Mr. Norris, 
our banker, at the village, and at the disco, playing cards and 
drinking. A very enjoyable holiday was had by all, and never a 
minute went by without u s being occupied. 

L. A. HOLLAND, IV c. 
W. G. FENWICK, IV B. 

On Wednesday, 13th February, at 8.15 in the morning, twenty-five 
boys and three members of the staff left the Kingsway in a coach 
for Gatwick Airport. Seven hours later, after a good flight to Munich 
Airport and another coach journey through the German-Austrian 
border, everyone arrived at the hotel in Gotzens, and after the 
evening meal, spent the evening trying on boots and skis and 
unpacking their suitcases. 

Early the next day, everyone went by coach up to the Axamer 
Lizum Olympic slopes, and while the beginners had their first 
opportunity to ski on snow, more experienced skiers were already 
showing their skills, acquired in previous years on the women's 
downhill slopes and the Mogul slopes. 

As the holiday progressed, everyone became considerably more 
proficient skiers, especially when, on the fourth day of the holiday, 
it snowed, providing ideal skiing conditions. 

Altogether the holiday was a great success and immensely 
beneficial and enjoyable for everyone, especially those who had not 
been before. 
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As always, our thanks go to Mr. Macleod for all the hard work 
he put into organising the holiday, and to Mr. Norris for his 
encouragement and help for our skiing. 

R. J. PRICE, VI i D. 

THE GOTTINGEN EXCHANGE 1979 
During the Autumn half-term, an exchange party was organised 

to visit the town of Gottingen, in West Germany. Our party con
sisted of ten Glyn boys and eight girls and two boys from De Burgh 
School, accompanied by two tutors. 

We assembled in the staff car park at approximately 8 p.m. and 
boarded a coach which took us to Dover. After a four-hour Channel 
crossing, we arrived at Ostend. Having completed the necessary 
Customs checks, we boarded our first train, and a few hours later 
we were waiting for the next one to Cologne Hauptbahnof-our 
first taste of Germany. We then travelled south through the Rhine 
Valley to Frankfurt, where we once again changed trains, heading 
north-east towards Kassel and Gottingen. 

At Gottingen we were met by our hosts and then taken "home". 
Two days were allowed for us to adjust to our new surroindings; 
then, following a reception with the Headmaster of Felix-Klein 
Gymnasium, we spent three days attending classes at our hosts' 
school. 

In the evenings we were entertained by our German friends, and 
two trips were organised by the school for us-one to the Harz 
Mountains and one to the East German border. 

The following Easte:r, the Germans paid us a return visit, and the 
School organised two visits for them (to Dover and to Oxford). 
Apart from these two "official" visits, most of them were also taken 
up to London. An enjoyable time was had by all, but the fortnight 
was soon over and our German friends had to leave. 

The trips were a total success, and many new and permanent 
friendships were formed. 

R. A. LYNCH, IV AG. 

THE PARENTS-STAFF ASSOCIATION 
President: THE HEADMASTER 
Chairman: MR. A. E. HOLLAND 
Secretary: MRS. 0. J. FENWICK 

I would like to begin this report by thanking all the members of 
the P.S.A. Committee who give so much time to the various functions 
organised by the P.S.A. May I also extend our thanks to everyone 
who helped at or attended the meetings and social activities: your 
support is vital. 
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The annual Cheese and Wine Party for new parents was held in 
September as is usual. We were very pleased to welcome so many 
people and to enlist several new parents to the Committee and to 
act as assistants. 

The second Christmas Bazaar took place in December and, as 
was hoped, experience gained by running last year's Bazaar made 
this year's more profitable. The final profit was £715, but this could 
probably have been considerably increased if there had been more 
goods to sell. Once all the sales had finished, the raffies and side
shows had to be stopped, as the visitors drifted away! We hope to 
be able to keep the event running longer this year. The enthusiastic 
team of helpers worked as hard as ever, and we were delighted to 
see so many new parents manning the stalls and generally lending 
their support. 

The annual Barn Dance was as successful as ever and is becoming 
a well-known lively affair- Mr. Macleod at the helm. The disco 
in February also went very well, and our thanks to the helpers on 
both occasions. 

The major fund raising event of the year was the Summer Fete, 
and despite rain for most of the season, the Fete was blessed with 
fine weather. The event was as good as usual, even though it clashed 
with the Epsom Borough Carnival, and we are again indebted to 
Mr. Macleod and the team of boys who helped the whole thing 
under way. 

The five-a-side football competition was held on what must 
have been the wettest summer's day this century, but due to the 
efforts of the organisers and the enthusiasm of the participants, the 
day was a great success. Especial thanks are due to Mr. Beckwith, 
the groundsman. 

It has proved a little difficult in the past to ensure that various 
letters from School and P.S.A. reached the parents, and we are 
indebted to Mrs. Valerie Jones and her team for the new system. 
As the correspondence is now delivered to the boys' homes, it is 
hoped that fewer of them will end up as paper darts, and all the 
parents will be kept informed about the School's activities. 

The main project at the minute is the building of a sports store/ 
school shop, and plans for this are being studied, so the bulk of 
money raised this year is in our deposit account. A second-hand 
Enterprise dinghy bas been purchased for the Sailing Club. Money 
has been allocated for tarmac to be laid on the prepared site outside 
the Hall in order to free more playground space for the boys. 
Mr. Wynne organised the resurfacing of two of the tennis courts, 
and the P .S.A. was required to pay only for materials for one o f 
them. We are most grateful to Mr. Wynne for the work which was 
carried out. 

A hard-working sub-committee has organised a Glyn P.S.A. 
"200-Club", the profits from which have been allocated directly 
to the School to be used for purchases suggested by the Headmaster 
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on the basis of one-third each (over a period) to academic, cultural 
and sporting activities. The main committee is greatly indebted to 
Mr. D. Christian and Mr. Ted Osborne for founding and running 
the Club. 

Our thanks are extended to those who have given freely of their 
time in the last year to help the School, and the boys, especially the 
stalwart ladies providing refreshments at the School and the playing 
fields. We are very sorry that Mrs. Gower has now retired from 
organising refreshments at Priest Hill as her son is no longer a 
pupil at the School- she will be greatly missed. 

We owe a special debt of gratitude to the School Secretaries and 
the caretaker, Mr. Sharp, for their unfailing help. 

OLIVIA J. FENWICK, 
Honorary Secretary. 

GLYN OLD BOYS' ORGANISATIONS 
GLYN OLD Boys' ASSOCIATION 

Secretary: Matt Skipp 
41 Curtis Road, Ewell, Surrey. Tel. (home) 01-330 3891. 

EPSOM OLD GRAMMARIANS' CRICKET C LUB 
Secretary: John Nash 

3 Frensham Close, Epsom Downs, Surrey. Tel. (home) 
Burgh Heath (25) 55608. 

GLYN OLD Boys' FOOTBALL CLUB 
Secretary: Jim Owen 

12 Collier Close, West Ewell, Surrey. Tel. (office) 01-794 
0500, ext. 3995. 

GLYN CLUB 
Secretary: Peter Rusling 

11 Carew Court, Basinghall Gardens, Sutton. Tel. (home) 
01-643 0564. 

THE OLD BOYS' CRICKET CLUB 
Last season proved in many ways to be very successful with a 

record number of records being broken. The Club played forty-one 
matches, of which only four were lost. This in itself demonstrates 
the consistency and strength of the two teams, and is itself a record. 

Individual players also broke a number of records. These included 
C. Blackburn, who was the first bowler in the Club to take fifty 
wickets in the Saturday team. These wickets included taking seven 
or more wickets on three separate occasions- another record. 
S. Warren broke the Sunday team's catches record with a grand 
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total of twenty-one catches. P. Barrett and M. Williams set a new 
Club record for the seventh wicket with a stand of 81 runs. 

M. Harrison was the star batsman, setting no less than five new 
Club records, as follows: 

(a) Most runs by a batsman on Sundays- 739. 
(b) Highest Sunday average-46· 19. 
(c) Highest average overall (Saturdays and Sundays)- 50·8. 
(d) Most half-centuries on Sundays- seven, including two 

centuries. 
(e) Most half-centuries in a season- nine. 

Both Saturday and Sunday teams were keen and successful; 
however, the games were played for enjoyment and results at the 
same time. New players are always welcome from the School, and 
they are assured of enjoyable games. 

THE GLYN CLUB 
We have now been open for eighteen months, and are pleased to 

report that by Christmas, we hope to be clear of all loans except our 
arrangement with the brewery. 

The clubhouse at Priest Hill is generally in good shape, but we 
hope for some support for working parties to be held during August. 
The main intention is to make the bar area more warm and sociable. 

We now have a very good relationship with all Clubs associated 
with Glyn, and each Club has a representative on our main com
mittee. The committee members for the year are as follows: 

Chairman: Alan Hines. 
Secretary: Peter Rusling. 
Treasurer: Bob Bexley. 
Minutes: Brian Ireland. 
Membership: Keith Tutton. 
General: 

Bryan Collins (Glyn School). 
Mike Lumsden (Glyn Parents/Staff). 
Matt Skipp (Old Boys' Association). 
Ian Kilpatrick (Old Boys' F.C.). 
Ian James (Epsom Old Grammarians C.C.). 
Malcolm Perks (Trustee of the Club). 
Graham Petersen (Bar Manager). 
Dave Johns (Liaison). 
Alan Payne. 
Dave Butcher. 
Rich McEntire. 

The current membership of the Club is around the hundred mark, 
although we hope for a significant increase in the near future, as 
we enter the busiest period of the year. 
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From July until next May, we will be open every Wednesday and 
Saturday from 19.30 to 22.30, and from the start of the soccer 
season in September, we will be opening early on Saturdays from 
16.30, and hope to run a regular Friday Club night with darts, 
pool and table football tournaments, both internally and with 
outside organisations. 

May we take this opportunity to invite all School leavers and 
Senior schoolboys to join the Club ? The membership fees are very 
reasonable at 50 pence introductory fee, and £1 per year membership. 
We feel that th is is excellent value, especially as the bar prices are 
below those in the local pubs. 

The clubhouse is freely available for use by all persons related 
to Glyn School, and we hope that the School will organise regular 
social evenings on Friday nights in the near future. 

If anyone has any enquiries, please contact a committee member 
or myself, Peter Rusling, at 11 Carew Court, Basinghall Gardens, 
Sutton, Surrey, SM2 6AR. Tel. 01-643 0564. 

Membership forms may be obtained from the School or at the 
Clubhouse during opening hours. 

GLYN OLD BOYS' FOOTBALL CLUB 
Hon. Secretary : Jim Owen, 42 Great North Road, Highgate, 

London, N6 4LU. Office: 01-794, ext. 3995. 
lst XI Captain: Paul Martin. 

The season proved to be one of only moderate success on the 
field and no team really seemed capable of producing the consistent 
performance required to win their Divisional Championship or 
achieve promotion. There were, however, two good runs in the 
London Old Boys' Cup. Our 3rd XI went down 4-3 in the quarter
finals of the Minor Cup to the eventual winners, whilst the 4th XI 
lost 2-1 in the semi-finals of the Novets Cup. Our 7th XI also 
completed a full programme of friendly fixtures, and next season 
they are to compete in Division 6 (South) of the London Old Boys' 
League as well as in two cup competitions. 

Our second Easter Tour to Georgeham, Devon, was well sup
ported by Club members, and the fine weather ensured an enjoyable 
trip. The Club also returned with a trophy, having beaten two 
local sides in a series of matches. For the third year running, the 
Club also visited Paris to play in the International Tournament 
organised by the Ecole des Affairs de Paris. After some good per
formances, Glyn came through to the final, but unfortunately were 
then beaten by a strong side from Oxford University. 

The Player of the Year award went to a 4th XI player, Ian 
MacDonald, in his first full season with the Club. Our other annual 
award, the Vic Beckwith Clubman of the Year Tankard, went to 
Roger Goff. 
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The opening of the "Glyn Club" Clubhouse, adjacent to the 
existing pavilion at Priest Hill, in January last year has made a big 
difference to the Club's social activities. The hospitality that we can 
extend to o ur opponents and referees after the matches has obviously 
improved, while we have also organised a number of social events 
there, including a well attended and successfu l disco/party at 
Christmas. A six-a-side tournament was held in September last year 
to officially open the clubhouse. This provided some excellent 
and entertaining football as weII as enabling old fr iends and p layers 
of the Club to meet up once again. Indeed, the venture was so 
successful that it is intended to make a September six-a-side tourna
ment a regular feature of our calendar. 

As always, we are anxious to welcome School leavers or present 
Sixth Formers to the Club. The fact that we run so many sides 
enables us to cater to a wide range of footballing abi lity, so please 
don't be put off from joining us if you didn't play for either the 
School I st XI or 2nd XI, because we are stili able to offer you a 
regular and enjoyable game. Those interested in playing this year 
or in joining the Club should contact either myself or the Club 
Captain, Roger Goff (01-642 2416) for further details. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 
Congratulations to : 

JIM Owr:N. 

G. R. K. Curtis (1960-66) on the award of the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy at the Unii ersity of Manchester, and to his wife, who 
took her Doctorate in the Faculty of Arts at the same time. 

A. L. Hassam (1963-70) on the attainment of first class honours 
in English at St. David's College, Lampeter. 

N. R. Hewett (1969-76) on the attainment of first class honour 
in the School of Geography at Kingston Polytechnic. 

J. A. Hines (1967-74) on the attainment of first class honours in 
the Final Honour School of English at Oxford. 

Further News of Old Boys 
We hear that: 
P. J. S. Batho (1 966-73) is working for Drow and Wright (Char

tered Surveyors). 
N. Brown (1971-73) is now working as a Consultant Chemical 

Engineer. 
C. Chapman (1966-73) works for Findus Development while 

studying for a Ph.D. in Bio-Chemistry at Salford University. 
M . Daggett (1966-73) works for Ellis & Company as an fnvest

ment Surveyor. 
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P. R. Daggett (1962-66) holds the post of Senior Registrar at 
Middlesex Hospital. 

M. Hedges (1966-73) is working as a tax supervisor in Epsom. 
N. Hills (1967-74) works in a branch of Midland Bank in the City. 
J. T. Howard (1971-78) is currently working at Barclays Bank. 
G. Howell (l971-78) is working for Bradford and Pennine In

surance Company. 
K. Lynch (1976-78) is a trainee Chartered Surveyor in the City. 
G. Mitchell (1971-78) is working for Bradford and Pennine In

surance Company. 
M. E. Nichols (1966-73) is currently a Senio-Development 

Engineer with Reuters News Agency. 
D. Nolan (1971-78) works as a trainee Engineer in Epsom. 
M. A. Payton (1966-73) is currently working for Barclays Bank. 
N. J. Speeks (1971-78) is currently working as a Sales Manager 

for Mercedes-Benz. 
D. J. D. Stapleton (1966-73) is working as an Assistant Manu

facturing Manager at Helena Rubinstein Ltd. 
P. M. Stimpson (1970-77) is in his third year at Borough Road 

College and is an England Basketball International. He has been 
selected to represent Great Britain at the 1980 Olympics. 

P. Warren (1966-73) has just gained a Ph.D. in Civil Engineering 
at Imperial College and will be joining a private engineering firm. 

S. Wimble (l 963-73) is working for British Aerospace as an 
Investigation Engineer. 

Old Boys still at University 
P . Catmus (1971-78) is currently reading Economics at 

Southampton. 
T. Wimble ( 1972-79) is reading Economics and Accounting at 

Reading. 
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